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Gubernatorial candidates race to Richmond
Republican trail passes through JMU
byCyndyUedtke
staff writer

Education, the creation of jobs and law
enforcement are the keys to a prosperous
Virginia, according to the Republican
candidate for governor.
George Allen spoke to about 110
students and community members last
night in the ballroom of Phillips Hall.
"Higher education is very important for
the future of our state and it is also very
important for our business climate," Allen
said.
Allen's visit was sponsored by the
Student Government Association and the
Harrisonburg area United We Stand
America.

MAGGIE WELTER

George Allen said his administration
would support higher education.

Allen does not want taxpayer money to
be wasted, as he said it has been during
the Wilder administration.
"My goal is to make sure that taxpayers
get their money's worth," Allen said. "We
need to spend better, not spend more."
He also said he would veto any sales or
income tax increase.
For
higher
education, Allen
has developed a
plan that would
allow students
and parents to
know how much
a public college
education will
cost as soon as
the student enters
school.
This
plan
includes
a
binding contract between the schools and
parents and students that tuition would
increase at no more than the rate of
inflation while the student is in school.
"Virginia's colleges and universities,
while still among the finest in the nation,
are beginning to erode as tuition
skyrockets," Allen said.
"If the Democrats continue to display
their contempt for higher education, a
college degree will become the exclusive
prerogative of the wealthy elite," he said.
In exchange for the tuition plan, Allen
said he will make it a budget priority to
not cut any more money from higher
education.
Allen said he would consider the
requests for additional funding that state
college presidents have said is necessary,
but he could only promise not to cut any
more funds if elected.
Out-of-state students should also have
REPUBLICAN page 2

Local Democrat rally promotes unity
by Ed Gray
staff writer
Party unity was the main concern as
feuding factions of the Virginia
Democratic
Party
gathered in
Harrisonburg on Sunday.
State and local officials attended the
annual Democratic fundraiser sponsored by the
Harrisonburg
and
Rockingham
County
Democratic Committees.
Democrats Sen. Charles
Robb, Gov. L. Douglas
Wilder, Lt. Gov. Don Beyer,
gubernatorial candidate
Mary Sue Terry, state
senator Frank Nolen ,
Attorney General candidate
Bill Dolan and 58th District
House
of
Delegates
candidate David Cole were on hand to
rally the party in
preparation for the Nov.
2 elections.
Though the focus of
the event at the
Rockingham County
Fairgrounds was to
promote the Democratic
Party, some of the
officials
answered
questions about other
issues such as potential
budget cuts.
"What will happen to
the budget when I submit
it in December?" Wilder

said.
Wilder also mentioned the state's
billion dollar revenue reserve.
"We're not broke," he said. "We have a
billion dollars more to spend than we
would have, but we've got a billion-and-ahalf [dollars] called for in spending. That's
why I'm asking them to look and see
where they can cut it."
Wilder told reporters prior to the
auction, "Hopefully, we won't be able to
see any tuition increases this time around"
when he submits the new budget for
approval in December.
"I am saying in my budget that we are
not going to ask for anything that would
amount to tuition increases," Wilder said.
"I would urge my successors to be certain
that further tuition increases are not
brought about.
Nolen echoed similar concerns and
DEMOCRAT page 2

said, "No one knows.

We're looking at the
revenue numbers on a
daily basis, a weekly
CRAIG NEWMAN
basis, a monthly basis.
I'm asking that all of us Candidate Mary Sue Terry and Democrats from around
bear this together," he the state attended the party fund-raiser Sunday.

AAUP officer says Board resolution can't muzzle faculty voice
by Nicole Motley
news editor
University restructuring and
faculty
involvement
in
governance were highlighted at
the first meeting of JMU's
American Association of
University Professors chapter
Tuesday afternoon.
Dr. Ernst Benjamin, general
secretary of the national AAUP
and guest speaker for the event,
addressed about 60 faculty
members on their rights and

responsibilities in university
governance.
"I was asked to come and talk
to you about specific problems
having to do with faculty rights
and responsibilities, but it is
obvious that central to these
rights and responsibilities is the
whole question of the faculty role
in governance — the faculty role
in the shaping of the university
— in a time of restructuring,"
Benjamin said.
He referred to an Aug. 6
resolution passed by the JMU

Board of Visitors which directed
JMU President Ronald Carrier to
"move expeditiously to take the
necessary steps to implement
innovative programs" while in
consultation with the faculty and
administration.
Benjamin said, "I haven't seen
anything like this in quite a
while. It seems to me to be a very
questionable thing to do."
The resolution raised questions
from faculty and staff about an
attempt for the Board of Visitors
to broaden the powers of the

president, although Dr. Ronald
Carrier denies those allegations.
In his annual faculty address on
Aug. 27, Carrier said the
resolution "empowers" and
"enfranchises" faculty in the
plans to restructure JMU.
By establishing this resolution,
Benjamin said he believes that
the professional judgment of the
faculty members has been
eliminated.
"We seem to be in a time
when the economic pressures are
such that a great many changes

are being pressed for and rushed
through in a great hurry without a
great deal of thought about what
it will do to the structure of the
institution, what it will do to the
nature of the institution,"
Benjamin said.
In response to faculty
questions about the aftermath of
the resolution announcement,
Benjamin said tenured and
nontenured faculty members
should not be afraid to voice
AAUP page 2
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continued from page 1

to pay for 100 percent of their education,
plus capital expenditures, Allen said, in
order to decrease the burden on Virginia
students and taxpayers.
Allen called for more summer course
offerings to make it easier for students to
graduate in four years. Contracts between
four year and community colleges that
would allow more credits to transfer
would also make a college education less
expensive, he said.
He also said it would be up to each state
college to trim away any unnecessary
programs, such as courses that are not
essential to a major program, to save
money.
"I don't see where our colleges and
universities need to be in the business of
teaching values," he said.
"They should be teaching academics
and preparing students to enter the field of
work."
Allen emphasized the necessity of the
state government helping small businesses
to thrive, because that is where the
majority of new jobs are created, he said.
Law enforcement also needs to be a
priority in Virginia, Allen said. Seventyfive percent of those who commit violent
crimes in the state are repeat offenders, he
said.
A tougher parole system is needed to

Democrat
prevent this and bring down the amount of
violent crime, Allen said.
Allen said he is in favor of the death
penalty in cases of premeditated murder.
On the abortion issue, Allen said he
would not talk about his personal view on
the subject, but would only comment on
its application to the General Assembly.
He is in favor of parental
notification/consent laws and of informed
consent.
Allen also supports the current Virginia
policy of taxpayers paying for the
abortions of low income women in the
cases of rape, incest, danger of the mother
and severe fetal deformity.
Some students said they were relieved
to hear a candidate making education a
priority in Virginia.
Maggie Lee, a sophomore from
Virginia Beach, said, "I was really
impressed with his stand on education,
that he had the statistics to show how
wasteful education is now.
"It's kind of refreshing to hear someone
so gung-ho on education and being so
sincere about it," she said.
During his speech, Allen said, "I don't
think anybody should believe what a
candidate says.jn the midst of an election."
He added that voters should be
skeptical about campaign promises, and
should review the record of a candidate
before making a choice.

continued from page 1
refuted implications in a Sept 4 headline
in the Daily News Record that read
"Nolen Unreceptive To Colleges' Alarm."
He, said that the Council of College
Presidents, which met with the State
Council of Higher Education for Virginia
last week, may be premature with its
stajement that, according to the NewsRecord, "the state 'is steadily destroying
one of its major assets.'"
"The cuts certainly may become a
reality," Nolen said, "but I don't think the
presidents' comments were warranted at
this time. They should just keep their cool
and let us see what the real story is."
Despite concerns over the major issues
such as higher education, all of the
candidates focused on party unity and
winning the November elections.
JMU senior Michael Booker, who
attended the event, said that the
atmosphere of the fund-raiser was not to
discuss issues.
They don't need to come here and talk
about issues, because they have all of
these people's votes already," Booker
said. "They showed that they care about
the community."
Terry stressed the "importance" of gun
control and asked the children she had met
during the evening to come forward as she
spoke. Her speech focused on the problem

AAUP—
continued from page 1

criticism responsibly to the media or
administration.
"Faculty members may be responsibly
critical of the university," Benjamin said.
"The administration certainly ought not to

regard criticism as insubordination.
'It's the role of you who have tenure to
use it not only on your own behalf but in
the protection of those faculty who don't
have it," he added.
In addition to airing criticisms.

MATTSCHWABEL

Ernst Benjamin, general secretary of AAUP, stressed the Importance of faculty
Involvement In university governance and the need for a louder faculty voice.

Benjamin believes that the faculty can
make a difference in the governing of the
university.
He stressed that involvement of the
Faculty Senate and a coalition with
students and faculty are the "best" forms
of action.
However, Dr. Philip Riley, professor of
history, disagreed about enlisting student
involvement.
"I think the students have their own
mechanisms," Riley said, referring to
JMU's Student Government Association.
Dr. John Gentile, professor of
geography, said that "possibly a boycott
might be a better solution."
But later, Gentile said, "I wasn't
advocating a boycott I was just trying to
get [Benjamin] to talk about how to
achieve the goals."
Gentile said they "heard the dream"
about faculty involvement in university
governance, but not much time was spent
focusing on how to achieve that.
Benjamin said, "Sometimes a boycott
and protest does make sense. The more
effective way to make a point is influence
the decision."
Dr. James Leary, president of the JMU
chapter of AAUP, said, "We could just try

guns have become in Virginia schools.
She gave a call for greater party unity
when she said, "We're a whole ticket, not
a ticket with a hole in it."
Although both Wilder and Robb denied
their long-running feud is splitting the
party, they stayed on opposite sides of the
room during the fund-raiser.
"The partly is strong and big and
resilient and will handle itself," Wilder
said.
At the end of the fund-raiser, Robb told
reporters he has high hopes for the
upcoming elections, and said the events of
the past two years shouldn't have any
effect on voters for the upcoming election.
"The important questions now are those
that affect voters for 1993," Robb said. "I
think we'd do the voters a service if we
stuck to those issues. I think the party is
united behind these candidates."
Bill Helsley, chairman of the
Rockingham County Democratic
Committee, said, "[The fund-raiser] is a
good opportunity for someone to meet a
governor, a senator, a lieutenant governor.
"We think we have a fundraiser that is
very well-priced so that the average
person can come out and meet the
candidates, and we're very proud of that,"
he said.
Tickets for the fund-raiser were $12 in
advance, $15 at the door, and $8 for
students. About 350 supporters attended.

to be open about things, and I think
eventually people will be persuaded by
reason."
Leary also stressed the importance of
the Faculty Senate and its need to
restructure.
They are going to have to change their
structure or find more faculty dropping
out" he said.
In a letter read during the meeting, the
AAUP asked the accrediting teams that
visited JMU this summer to help restore
the governing system that was present
during their evaluation.
An excerpt from the letter read: "We
believe that the governance system
presented by the university to the recent
visiting team which you headed has been
changed dramatically, and it has been
publicly suggested that external scrutiny
of these changes be solicited.
"Is there a means by which the
accrediting organization which you
represented can help the faculty at JMU to
restore the governance system to the one
that existed at the time of your team's
visitr
The letter was signed by Dr. Jesse
Liles, AAUP vice president, and Dr.
Caroline Marshall, chapter secretary.
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News
Bookstore security questioned
by Janet Driscoll
stqffwriter
For JMU students, their bookbags are
their lifelines. But students may begin to
rethink what they pack in their bags after
three recent bookbag thefts in the JMU
Bookstore.
Patty Sarb, director of retail and postal
services, has been working at JMU for
seven years, and she said that she has
never heard of an actual theft at the
bookstore.
Sarb expressed dismay about the three
thefts and questioned why students don't
follow the honor code.
"We've not had this happen at JMU for it actually to be a theft," Sarb said. "I
hope it isn't a trendBut Director of Public Safety Alan
MacNutt said, "We have the thefts [at the
bookstore] and there is a chronic
problem."
However, the JMU honor code strictly
addresses academic matters, according to
Dr. David Zimmerman, Honor Council
coordinator.
"The honor code covers academic
dishonesty," Zimmerman said. It was
written with "an attempt to separate
academic dishonesty from criminal
intent."
Theft and other criminal offenses may
be considered under a new honor code.
But Scott Noon, Honor Council president,
said, "that would take a lot larger
commitment on the students' part"
Senior Dennis Pet said, "I've never felt
safe leaving my bookbag in the cubicles. It
does kind of surprise me that it hasn't
happened before - it's so easy to do it"
Some students suggested having lockers
instead of cubicles in the front of the

bookstore, but Sarb said that students
probably wouldn't use lockers. And the
bookstore could not install the necessary
number of lockers to accomodate the same
amount of students that the cubicles now
accomodate.
Seniorfleidi Arthur questioned why the
bookstore has a policy for customers to
leave their bookbags in the cubicles.

I've never felt safe
leaving my bookbag in
the cubicles. It does
kind of surprise me
that it hasn't happened
>>
before.
1"

Dennis Pet
JMU senior
"With as many staff as they have, it
would be difficult to steal something,"
Arthur said. She suggested that the
bookstore install theft dectectors similar to
the ones in the library.
Sarb said that the bookstore policy is
"standard procedure in college stores,"
and is used primarily to deter theft.
On possibly installing theft dectectors
in the bookstore, Sarb said that the net
effect would probably not stop student-onstudent crime. She also added that the cost
and space are the greatest factors in
considering theft detectors.
"[Theft dectectors] won't stop students
stealing from students - it would only help
the store," Sarb said.

'The expense is considered and the
amount of space is considered. We have to
weigh that against our losses."
When a book is reported stolen to the
bookstore, the book type is flagged in the
computer. When a book of that type is
sold back to the bookstore, the clerk looks
for distinguishing characteristics of the
stolen book, such as highlighting, a name
or other characteristics.
Sarb said the majority of books stolen
in the library and elsewhere on campus are
usually recovered through someone trying
to sell the book to the bookstore. In one of
the recent reported cases, a student tried to
sell back the books only days after the
books had been stolen from the bookstore.
Sarb encouraged students to guard their
valuables and use common sense when
leaving a bookbag in the bookstore.
"People need to think about their books
and their bookbags [in the bookstore]'just
like in the library," Sarb said. "Don't leave
your cash and checkbook in your
bookbag."
If bookbags are stolen, "report it to [the
bookstore clerks] right away," Sarb said.
But the bookstore thefts have some
students more aware to safeguard their
bookbags. Arthur and senior Suzanne
Wright said that the thefts will make them
think twice when leaving valuables in
their bookbags.
"It's my notes that are most important
to me," Wright said.
As for the victims of the thefts, the
bookstore is doing all it can to help out the
students.
"In all but one of the cases, the students
have been provided with books they will
need to continue," Sarb said. "We will
make every effort to replace the replacable
items."

Lack of space,
resources lead
to cuts in
Biology labs
by Brian Tetro
contributing writer

,

JMU's budget constraints have led
to cutting the Biology 101 laboratory
session this semester.
Dr. Norman Garrison, acting head
of the biology department, said,
"There has been extreme pressures for
staff in recent years."
Garrison said that since the number
of biology majors has almost doubled
in the past year, space and resources
for the influx of students has been at a
premium.
"Carrier has done a good job
shielding the department from cuts,"
Garrison said. "The problem has been
that the budget has not increased to
meet the needs of the expanding
department
"This choice was less harmful than
canceling other labs because it only
meets once every other week. Now,
teachers have the opportunity to
lecture three times a week," he said.
Because the department has
insufficient space and resources.
Garrison said it is forced to "do more
with less." Overall, he said the
decision to cut the Biology 1Q1
laboratory will have "the least
negative impact on education."
Students have mixed reactions to
the loss of the lab session.
LABS page 9

Religious remnants give insight
to Biblical traditions, community
by Lee Bumgarner
contributing writer

MAGGIE WELTER

Visiting scholar Walter Harrelson spoke Monday on the finding
'of the Dead Sea Scrolls, found by accident over 40 years ago.

The remnants of the earliestknown Biblical scriptures, found
accidentally by a young boy 45
years ago, were the topic of the
latest installment of the JMU
Visiting Scholars program.
Walter Harrelson, professor
emeritus
of
Vanderbilt
University, spoke Monday on the
significance of the Dead Sea
Scrolls to an audience of about
250.
"One of the really important
gifts of this discovery is to open
up a flood of information about
the text of the Jewish Bible, the
Christian Bible, the Bible that is
of central importance to Islam as
well," Harrelson said.
He said the Dead Sea Scrolls
provide to the modern world a
"kind of clear-cut picture of an
actual Jewish community.
" '"How"ft"organized it's" life,"

what its basic beliefs were, how it
studied the Bible," Harrelson
. said. "We have that directly from
its own datable literature."
Harrelson said the scrolls were
found in 1947 by a shepherd boy
in the hills near the Dead Sea in
what was then Palestine.
The boy threw a stone into a
cave hoping to find one of his
lost sheep. Instead, he heard a
strange sound from inside the
cave.
Soon the boy realized he had
not found his lost sheep but had
made an amazing archaeological
discovery.
When the authorities learned
of the discovery, they realized the
boy had discovered a text of the
Bible which was 1,000 years
older than any known Biblical
text.
A number of scrolls giving
insight into the lives of the
people who wrote this older
version of the Bible were also

found.
Senior Jeff Erickson was the
driving force that brought
Harrelson to JMU. Erickson, a
philosophy and religion major,
started working to get Harrelson
to JMU last fall, largely based on
Harrelson's reputation.
"I had a friend who knew
someone who was very
knowledgeable on the Dead Sea
Scrolls, and he recommended
Harrelson.
"I called professor Harrelson,
got him to agree to come here,
and then I had to go through the
visiting scholars committee,"
Erickson said.
Senior Spencer Burton, a
social sciences major and a
member of JMU's Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship, came to
learn more about the scrolls.
"It really showed me that the
scholarly pursuit of scripture is,
in itself, a life-long endeavor," he
said.
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World News
British tourist shot at Florida rest stop;
fear of danger prompts more security
NEWSFILE
Rabin visits Morocco in hopes
of forming diplomatic relations
JERUSALEM — Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin made a surprise visit to
Morocco on Tuesday amid speculation
that the Jewish state would soon begin
establishing diplomatic relations with
many of its Arab neighbors.
Rabin, hoping to benefit from the
agreement with the Palestine Liberation
Organization on Palestinian selfgovernment, said he wanted to confer with
Morocco's King Hassan II on "a
rapprochement between Israel and the
Arabs."
Although Israel and Morocco did not
announce the establishment of diplomatic
relations, Israeli officials said such a move
was now virtually certain and added that
Morocco is coordinating its action with
other Arab and Muslim countries.

MIAMI — A British tourist was shot to
death early Tuesday, and his female
companion was wounded by young,
would-be robbers at an interstate rest stop
outside Tallahassee, prompting Gov.
Lawton Chiles, (D), to order armed guards
at each of Florida's 48 rest stops and
welcome centers.
Authorities said the assailants
apparently were not aware that the victims
were tourists. Nevertheless, Cary Colley,
34, was the ninth foreign visitor killed in
Florida since last October, and stale
officials said Florida's multibillion-dollar
tourism industry, its biggest business, is
certain to suffer.
As police described the incident, Colley
and Margaret Ann Jagger, 35, both of
West Yorkshire, were driving a rental car
from New Orleans to St. Petersburg, Fla.
They were at a busy, well-lighted rest stop
on Interstate 10 near Monticello, Fla.,
about 35 miles east of Tallahasse about 2
am. when two teenagers approached their
car and demanded money.

Terrified, Colley fumbled with the
ignition and began driving away when the
pair opened fire with handguns, shattering
both front windows, sulking Colley in the
neck and wounding Jagger in the chest and
right arm. She was hospitalized briefly and
believed to be spending the evening at the
governor's mansion.
Florida Secretary of Commerce Greg
Farmer said Tuesday that cancellations,
especially from Europe, have been
running as high as 35 percent since the
slaying last Thursday of a German man
driving his rental car from the Miami
airport to a hotel.
Josee Desrochers, director of sales for
North American Representatives in
Orlando, a tour agency specializing in
bringing British visitors to the United
Slates, said, "There has been a dramatic
effect in Germany and Canada. People are
canceling their travel plans left, right and
center."
Authorities said that while it did not
seem that Colley and Jagger were targeted

because they were foreigners, tourists
often are easily spotted, despite an effort
to make rental cars less conspicuous.
Cromwell said targeting tourists is a
rational decision for criminals because
visitors carry more money, often are
disoriented and unarmed, and rarely return
to testify at trials.
All of Florida's tourist advertising was
stopped and a SI0,000 reward was offered
for information in the case.
Chiles said hundreds of officers would
be reassigned to patrol every interstate rest
stop and welcome center. These officers
include state employees authorized to
carry weapons, officers in the state fish
and game division, state agricultural
inspectors and highway patrol officers.
Chiles and other officials stressed that
they believe Florida remains a safe tourist
spot. About 40 million tourists visited last
year, and less than one-tenth of 1 percent
were victims of crime, authorities said.
— L.A .Times/Washington Post news
service

Alleged rapist advertises rapes,
tries to sell security systems
WASHINGTON— A man who police
say threatened his Bowie, Md. area rape
victims with a crossbow after breaking
into their homes worked as a home burglar
alarm installer and cited one of his own
alleged assaults in a printed advertisement
for his home security business, police said.
Prince George's County police said
Alphonzo Quinn, 36, the Bowie man
arrested and charged Monday with one of
the four rapes, intended to profit from the
fear he created in the community.
Police who searched his car said they
found fliers citing the rapes as reasons to
buy an alarm system, police said. In
addition to a crossbow and an assault rifle,
police also found duct tape reportedly
used to bind and gag each of the victims.
Students who stole newspapers
at Penn will not be punished
The black students who stole 14,000
copies of the April IS issue of the
University of Pennsylvania college
newspaper will not be punished, the
school announced Tuesday, adding more
controversy to what has become a national
censorship incident.
While condemning the theft as a
violation of freedom of the press and
speech, interim president Claire Fagin and
interim provost Marvin Lazerson said it
was more important for the students to
"learn from working out their differences
face-to-face" than to be penalized.
Perm's Black Student League organized
the confiscation because they said the
paper was "insensitive to their issues,"
according to the school's account. A white
columnist had criticized affirmative
action, called Malcolm X a "hatemonger"
and questioned the stature of the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr.
— LA. Times/Washingon Post news
service

Clinton and former presidents show support for NAFTA
WASHINGTON — President Clinton,
joined by three White House predecessors,
Tuesday began the effort to quell a
populist revolt against a new trade pact by
pledging to fight "every step of the way"
for an agreement he said will mean more
American jobs.
Clinton enlisted former presidents
Gerald R. Ford, Jimmy Carter and George
Bush in the effort to promote the North
American Free Trade Agreement and
began his lobbying campaign with an
unusually passionate appeal to Americans
to welcome change instead of fearing it.
"In a fundamental sense, this debate
about NAFTA is a debate about whether
we will embrace [global economic]
change and create the jobs of tomorrow, or

imm . HI«M ■wrtv.-.v.^w-«> w^«-.»m.»

try to resist these changes, hoping we can
preserve the economic structures of
yesterday," he said.
The event in the White House came as
Congress began reviewing the pact, which
the administration hopes will be voted on
by the end of the year. Carter
momentarily stole the show by rebuking
Ross Perot, who is campaigning heavily
against NAFTA. Without using Perot's
name. Carter said, "We have a demagogue
who has unlimited financial resources and
who is extremely careless with the truth,
who is preying on the fears and
uncertainties of the American public."
Carter appealed to "people of courage"
to challenge Perot Bush preceded Carter
with a gentler jab at those "appealing to
rr-rrr-1 MM1,

,

demagoguery," and "those who are trying
to scare the American people."
Advocates of NAFTA say the lifting of
tariffs and trade barriers among the United
States, Mexico and Canada may cause a
loss of 20,000 lower-paying U.S. jobs, but
would create 200,000 higher-skilled,
export-related jobs in the first two years.
Perot says that the pact would cause the
loss of 5 million U.S. jobs, a figure the
White House officials called "ridiculous."
After the meeting,
13 Senate
Republicans, led by Senate Minority
Leader Robert J. Dole (R-Kan.) and Sen.
John C. Danforth (R-Mo.). pledged their
support, predicting Congress will approve
the agreement.
— LA .Times/Washington Post news
service
tBummmmmmMamMaammt
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HARRISONBURG MINOR
EMERGENCY CENTER

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
JMU Physicals
X-Ray Services
Allergy Injections
Prompt Quality Care
Flu Shots
Open Seven Days A Week

Serving some of the Finest in
Soups, Salads, Burgers, Chicken, Seafood,
Mexican, Steaks and

1356 S. Main St.
(Near Olde Mill)

433-3992
Mon.-Fri. 9-7 pm
Sat.
10-6 pm
Sun.
12-6 pm

Harrisonburg's Authentic Seafood Raw Bar,
Fresh Oysters, Clams, Shrimp Etc.

MONDAY
•
•
•
•

Complimentary Happy Hour Food 5-7
Put your Q.R. skills to the lest. You call the plays on Monday Night.
Food Special under SI during the game
1/2 Frice,l/2 lb. Burgers ALL DAY

TUESDAY
«c BUFFALO WHVG IVIGHT
• Complimentary Steamship Round of Beef,
Homemade Potato Salad, and more!
• National Trivia Showdown - Compete against
Pubs around the world.
• A Shenandoah Valley Dart League Location

WEDNESDAY
• Areas BEST LADIES NIGHT!
and Karaoke sing-a-long
• 10<t Shrimp Night from 5 til close
• Complimentary Pig Roast 5-7.

THURSDAY
3,A£:K TO TH£ FUTURE AJCT^-HT:
• Come and experience the 1950's Ceven the
prices too!)
• Join us for the areas finest Peanut Room all night
long as well as complimentary Mexican Pizza Bar
from 5-7
TCrll? • Free Taco Bar from 5-7.
• Top 40 Dance Night

2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave. CBehind Valley Mall)
Open llam-2am
Tully's Taxi Free Delivery to your room

Call 433-RIBS
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News
JMU ranked 37th in Money Magazine's
Money Guide: Best College Buys Now
Money Magazine's new edition of its fourth annual
guide. Money Guide: Best College Buys Now, ranks JMU
as 37th of 100 schools. JMU has been ranked in all four
editions; 54th in 1992,38th in 1991 and 51st in 1990.
Factors considered in the ranking were faculty
resources, faculty who taught courses in fall 1992, core
faculty, library resources, instructional budget and
student services budget. Other factors were entrance
examination results, class rank, high school grade-point
average, freshman retention rate, graduation rates,
advanced study, default ratio on student loans, number of
graduates who earn doctorates and business success.
Other Virginia public schools ranked are Mary
Washington College, 32nd, and the University of
Virginia, 52nd.

POLI C E
by Jonathan Rhudy
police Reporter
Campus police report the blowing:

Assault
• A student reported being assaulted at an off-campus fraternity
house on South Main Street at 1:55 a.m. Sept. 11.
The student reported being struck in the face by a college-aged
white male with dark hair and a beard.
The underaged victim was reportedly drinking at the fraternity
house before the incident occurred.
The victim had swelling and redness on his left cheek and dried
blood in the comer of his mouth.
Police located the student at the intersection of South Main
Street and Maplehurst Road.

JMU Department of Physics will host
guest lecturer from Virginia Tech
The JMU Department of Physics will sponsor a
professor of physics rrom Virginia Tech on Friday, Sept
17 at 3:15 p.m. in Miller Hall, rm. 109. Dr. Randy Heflin
will present a lecture titled, "Organic Nonlinear Optical
Materials." Refreshments will be served at 3 p.m.

International Publications to sponsor a
national college poetry contest
International Publications is sponsoring a national
college poetry contest for publication in the American
Collegiate Poets Anthology this fall. The contest is open
to all college students. Cash prizes go to the top five
poems in addition to publication. All entries must be
original and unpublished, but poems previously printed in
student publications are acceptable. There are no
restrictions on form or theme, but poems must not exceed
14 lines. Black and white illustrations are welcome.
There is a S3 registration fee for the first entry and a SI
fee for each additional poem. The deadline is Oct. 31. For
more information, contact International Publications at
P.O. Box 44044-L, Los Angeles, Calif. 90044.

Police located and stopped the suspect later the same night in
Z-tet at 7:10 p.m. He was advised not to return to campus.
• A suspicious person was reported near the Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority house at 5:08 a.m. Sept. 13.
Police searched Ihe area, but could not locate a suspect.

Fireworks
• An unidentified individual reportedly fired a bottle rocket into a
suite and caused a fire alarm in Garber Hall lo be activated at
12:29 am. Sept. 12.

Destruction of Public Property
• A handle on an exterior door was reported broken at Zane
Showker Hal between 11 p.m. Sept. 13 and 12:30 a.m. Sept. 14.

Grand Larceny

• Student Terry D. Grimstead. 18. of Virginia Beach, was arrested

• A white JMU envelope containing $140 in cash was reported
stolen from a clerical staff desk in Zane Showker Hall between 5
p.m. Sept. 9 and 9:43 a.m. Sept. 10.

at JMU police department headquarters and charged with
breaching the peace at 1:35 p.m. Sept. 13.

The money was being colected for a baby shower gift for an
employee.

Breach of Peace

NEWSFILE

LOG

Grimstead's arrest stemmed from a Harrisonburg City
summons.

Many people reportedly were aware that the money was being
kept in the desk.

• Student Christopher K. Desalvo. 26. ol Chappaqua, N.Y., was

• A 12-foot by 12-foot octagonal rug was reported stolen from a
room in Warren Hal between 5:30 p.m. Sept. 9 and 7 a.m Sept
10.

arrested at JMU police department headquarters and charged with
writing a bad check at 12:01 p.m. Sept. 13.

The rug is made of a tweed design with mauve, turquoise and
gray colors and is valued at $366.

Bad Check

Desalvo's arrest stemmed from a Harrisonburg City warrant.

The rug was reportedly in the hallway leading to the ground
floor loading dock.

Suspicious Person
• A female student reported being followed by a suspicious older
male in a pickup truck in N and X-lots at 6:43 p.m. Sept. 12.
The student obtained a partial license plate number for the
truck.
He reportedly left campus after observing her write down the
plate number.

Petty Larceny
• Several cardboard boxes containing styrofoam were reported
stolen from Gilford Hall between 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Sept. 10.
• A Cellular telephone antenna was reported stolen from a car in
X-lot between 7:30 p.m. Aug. 30 and 5 p.m. Sept. 4.
The antenna is valued at $35.
POLICELOG page 9

Vegetarians of every kind will have options
throughout Gibbons Hall at every meal
In response to the growing demand for vegan foods,
which contain no animal products, and lacto-ovo foods,
which may contain milk and egg but no meat. Gibbons
Hall has expanded its vegetarian options throughout the
building. Items are designated with color-coded menu
cards; blue for lacto-ovo and pink for vegan.
There will be a vegetarian entree in Line 4, a
vegetarian sandwich in Line 3, hummus and vegan pita
filling in Sandwich City, a vegetarian salad bar with nondairy items in Line 4, a vegan wok in Line 6 in the
evening and a vegetarian entree in Line 1 in the evening.

New Image Gallery sponsors exhibition on
the theme "Justice" at Zirkle House
"Wanted: Persons Who Consider Themselves
Victims" by Stephen Chachere is an exhibit based on the
JMU 1993-94 theme "Justice" that wiU be displayed in
the New House Gallery at Zirkle House Sept. 13 through
Oct. 2. It will run Monday through Thursday 12 - 5 p.m.
and 12 - 4 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
The exhibit will feature black and white photographs
of and text by people who believe they have suffered
injustice in their lives. It is co-sponsored by the JMU
Arts and Sciences Symposium. Admission is free.

• Women's Soccer, JMU vs. UVa, JMU Soccer Field.
4 p.m.
• Art Circle meeting, Wilson Hall, 4:30 p.m. Open to
anyone interested.
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
• Young Democrats meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-5,
7:30 p.m.

• Tradoc Jazz Band, Wilson Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free and open to the public.

Saturday
• Shenandoah Valley Stamp Bourse, Shoney's Inn,
45 Burgess Rd, Route 30,10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Free
admission and free parking. Sponsored by Red Dog
Stamps. For more information, call Jack Essie at
(703) 273-5908.

• Artwork display by Grant Johanesson, Wilson
Hall, 1 pm. Admission is free and open to the public.
• Alpha Epsilon Delta, movie and social night,
Burruss Hall, rm. 44,5:30 p.m.
• Band "Holy Smoke," the Commons. 8-10 p.m.
Music by many artists to be performed. Admission is
free.

Sunday
• Women's Soccer, JMU vs. UNC -Greensboro
JMU Soccer Field, 1 p.m.

A
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RUSH

nKO.
OPEN HOUSE TONIGHT
at 8:00
For more information, please call
Chris O'Connell (Rush Chairman) at 432-2333 or
Randall Belknap (President) at X7453.
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Labs

Policelog

continued from page 3

continued from page r

"I like nol having it because I probably
wouldn't have time in my schedule,"
freshman Meredith Dykes said.
"But the class might make more sense
if the lab was part of the course," Dykes
added.
Junior Jennifer Davis said, 'The labs
should be kept because you should
practice what you learn in class."
The department heads for other natural
sciences did not seem to think their
courses would fall under the same cuts.
Dr. John Mosbo, head of the chemistry
department, said, "I don't anticipate
chemistry labs being cancelled anytime in
the foreseeable future."
But Mosbo did say that courses for
majors in the chemistry department are
increasing in size due to budget
constraints, specifically Chemistry 131
and 132.
Dr. Jack Armistead, dean of the College
of Letters and Sciences, did not comment
as to whether other natural science
departments would fall under the same
Financial restrictions.

Recovery of Stolen Property

evacuated Sigma Pi during the alarm. After a

• Two health books, which were reported stolen

search, the officer discovered that only (wo rooms
were unoccupied in Sigma Pi.

along with a student's backpack Irom the Bookstore
on Sept. 7, were recovered by university officials
after someone attempted to sell the books back at
1:36 p.m. Sept. 10.
Police are still investigating.
• Police recovered lumber which they observed
being stolen from a construction site near E-lot by
an unidentified male at 3:05 a.m. Sept. 11.
Alter realizing he was being observed, the
individual Red the scene, leaving behind the lumber
and his skateboard in the Rockingham Memorial
Hospital parking deck.
The lumber was returned to the construction site

The students later told police that they were
sleeping oil the effects of alcohol from an earlier
party and did not hear the alarm.

Misappropriate State
Property/Underage Consumption of

Alcohol
• Two students were charged judicially after taking
signs from Zane Showker and Godwin Hals at 2:46
a.m. Sept. 12.

The officer found a large mattress in front of the

The students, who were located walking in the

emergency fire exit door, which prevented the door
from being opened.

Village area, were also charged judicially for
underage consumption of alcohol.

The officer had to go outside in order to clear the
mattress from the emergency exit.

Unauthorized Camping

The search of both fraternity houses in the
building reportedly took 27 minutes.

• Three students were charged judicially with
unauthorized camping on the Quad at 7:09 a.m.
Sept. 14.

Threatening Telephone Call

DUI

and the suspect's skateboard was recovered by
police.

• A student was judicially referred after placing a
phony kidnap and ransom call in McGraw-Long Hall
at 9:47 p.m Sept. 11.

arrested and charged with driving under the

Failure to Evacuate

The practical joke reportedly prompted a JMU
police department investigation and the involvement

Republic Road and Bluestone Drive at 12:39 a.m
Sept. 11.

• An officer searched and evacuated the Sigma Pi
and Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity houses after a
false fire alarm at 5 am. Sept. 11.
When the officer arrived, only one resident had

ol an out-of-state police department.
Criminal charges are pending after police consult
with the Commonwealth Attorney.

• Student Robert T. Kennedy, 20, of Roanoke, was
influence of alcohol at the intersection ol Port

Two officers on bicycles stopped Kennedy after
they reportedly observed him run a red light.
Number of drunk in public charges since July 9: 28

Got a news attitude?
Give Drew, Nicole or Jennifer a call in the News
section at X6699 if you'd like to write for them.
tfrCcuCis&n. JJa>±i.T-r%ciC erf' 'Zl.ncCe.TZjra.cCu.fXte. ZR.esttarc/%
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GALL FpRPAPERS
• Eaoh spring semester, the College of
Letters and Sciences publishes research
•manuscripts written by JMTJ
.undergraduates from all fields of study
within the university.
• AH submissions to the O^acCisoii yart-matof '■
'zitieferrjra.f£itate. iKje-senrcfi must include:.
■•TVia aulhor'a namu
•ll<l(ln-M
-i*?lo'r»Hor*e number
■academic year
' • "major
••' aalf-addra»aed stamped onvelope

• A.11 submissions rnustbe published in
•triplicate, double-spaced, and typed.
:• Manuscript length is open.•
The deadline for students to submit their
documents is October 15, 1993.
For additional inforrriillon, ploua contact Dr. Pster 1. Hasor.
5MWi#or, Joi,rTui/o/11rw/«ra,o,r,Mi, %»r«>r''i, Oopnrtmont of nnollHh, .
Tol: 568-6133 or 568-6202.
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433-PAPA

Free Delivery
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ONE LARGE SPECIALITY
CHOOSE
• One Large " Garden Special" or
• One Large " All the Meats" or
• One Large with " the Works"

m

VTAX

with this coupon
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Can't afford lo save for retirement?
The truth is. vou can't afford not to.
Not when vou realize that vour retirement
can last to to 311 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now. you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just S100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $173.109* by the lime
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $219 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future vou deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest
ment choices, and a record ol personal
service that spans 75years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Start planniry, your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2S88.

75 yean of ensuring the future
for those who shape it T

''«*v^ fH-, ."-<, M .'(IT'S, trAU/l,- TIAA Kitinmril AntmU*, TWflMr Vmm'.vMyl* *l*r lit p*r> *m.'*ltt.l .•'..-i/™*.'.*/ /-*•<" ~ *■**" "H'> -"•4'
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THE FACULTY OF THE
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
WELCOMES STUDENTS TO JMU
Offering Programs In:
*-

Athletic Training •Audiology Basic Health •Dietetics'Exercise Science and
Leadership'Health
Assessment
and
Promotion'Health
Service
Administration'Nursing'Public Health Education-School Health'School Physical
Education-Social Work'Speech Pathology'Sport Management and Leisure Studies

HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES

Minors
in
Athletic
Coaching'Family
Issues'Gerontology'Human
Services-Substance Abuse Intervention'Nutrition'Public Health
Nursing Department

Health Science* Department
Dr. Stephen Stewart, Dr. Herbert Amato. Dr. Marria BaB, Dr. Patricia Brevard,
Nancy Grembl. Stephanie Hudy, Dr. Thomas Hurt, Jean Wtoy, Susan LaMotte,
Craig MacKail, Dr. Joanne Pearson, Dr. Julius Roberson, Rhonda Rodamer, Dr.
Diane Snipe, Ronald Stefandn, Sharon Summers, Dr. Debra Sutton, Dr. Thomas
Syre. Dr. Malcolm Termey, Dr. Danielle Torisky, Dr. Richard Travis, Julia Walace,
Dr. M. Theresa Wessel

Dr. VkJa Huber, Dr. Sarah Cargile, Dwight Faught, Judith Holt, Sandra Hopper,
Kathleen LaSala, Virginia Livingston, Carolyn Lyndaker, Merle Mast, Patricia
Reeder, Sharon Strang
Social Work Department
R. Ann Myers, Dr. Craig Abrahamson, Joseph Lynch, Dr. Dorothy Pomraning,
David Rissmeyer, Robert Sherfy, Gregory Versen

Klneslology Department
Dr. Michael GokJberger, Jack Arbogast, Keith Arnold, Jeffrey Bowyer, Dr. Jean
Dalton, Dr. Judi Flohr, Mary Harrington, Gwen Harris, Dr. John Haynes, Pat
Henner, Mel Horton. Kathy Koch, Dr. Robert Kostow, Garth Kunkle, Maria Malerba,
Dee McDonough, Dr. Challace McMillin, Brooks Teal, Robert Vanderwarker, Dr.
Joel VedeHi. Bill Walton, Dr. David Wenos. Dr. Jacqueline WMams. Sandra WHson,
JudyWotfe

Speech Pathology and Audiology Department
Dr. Nancy O'Hare, Dr. Nicholas Bankson, Dr. Clint Bennett, Dr. Maynard Filter,
Susan Harper, Dr. Robert Hinkle, Carol James, Robert Morris, Dr. Charles Runyan,
Sara E. Runyan, Dr. Brenda Ryals, Dr. Brenda Seal

If you have questions about any of these programs,
contact the Office of the Dean, Moody 210.

o

9*

Cinnamon Bear
Caterers

$300
OFF
on any oftbefottouttng items
• Party Platters
• Cookie Cakes and Other Decorated Cakes
« 3'or 5'Hero Subs
Call abeadforyour next order and
receive$3,00QJPE
located in the Cafe Commons ofVatteyMaH

433BUNS

A

Howard Johnsorfs

You need more than an .oil change
to Keep an engine singing.

RESTAURANT

$199"

LATENIGHT
SPECIAL
• ALL THE PANCAKES YOU CAN EAT!
v

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, & SATURDAY
OPEN 24 HOURS Nr.xt rn Hnmr.r's Rirtgr,

•

For $64.95*, you get a great tune-up for a song.
Service Includes:
• Complete Diagnostic Tune-Up (12 Month/12,000 mi. Limited Warranty)
• Complete Engine Analysis
• Computer Printout of Your Engine's Condition
• No Appointment Necessary

OIL CHANGE
6 TUNE-UP
We're with you down the road.
8075 East Market St (At Skyline Village) • Hamsonburg, VA • 434-5823
•Most 4 Cylinder Cars

°"W3 So«D« otctv^1 s**n* *
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Recycle

IS BRIGHT.
KEEP IT
SHINING!

Port Road Exxon
s

Introduces it's
New Sandwich,
The Ho* & Daufi©
This Oscar Mayer
Hot Dog with Pork
Barbeoue on a Bun.

IS WILD!
>j

SMOOTH TASTE
LOWTXR

CAMEL CIGARETTES
$1.65 PER PACK

Bagels
IACEU
and Subs
ANDDBJ
SOLO HERE
8

FREE IKK, \ DUG
with coupon.
Offer expires 9-20-93
•*!t!*!f!fit;*;f;f!f;f;f;t;f;t;*;t;f:f;

s ■ '■

Dont allow the economic hardships
associated with an accident or unexpected illness to dull the finish on
your education.
lake a look at the AFFORDABLE
benefits of student health insurance
provided at JMU by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Virginia.
• LOW rates tailored for a student's
budget
• Access to a network of doctors
and hospitals who work with
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Wrginia to help keep costs
even lower
• When you need to use one of
the doctors or hospitals in this
"network", you will never receive
a "surprise" bill for covered services. After paying your deductible
and copayment, your bill is paid
in full by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Virginia.
• No hassle with paperwork. Doctors and hospitals in the "network"
will usually rile all of your claims
for you.
• These benefits have been specially
designed for JMU and are endorsed
by the School to meet the needs
of their student body
DONT MAKE THE MISTAKE of
assuming that you already have health
insurance through your family. You
MAY NOT!
It costs nothing to find out about
the benefits provided but it can save
a Jot... including your future.
Get all the facts. Visit the Student
Health Center or phone toll-free,
800-282-2231.
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
. ...

Protecting Your Potential
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Focus

Meet and G reet

Relaxed IFC rush offers chance to learn about the Greeks
Boys to men.
Rushing a fraternity can lead to
personal and social growth for college
men, and it can be a turning point in a
young man's life, according to Bill
Gale, president of Alpha Kappa
Lambda.
"Fraternities arc supposedly a boy's
passage into manhood," he said.

JMU, he was surrounded by strangers.
"In a fraternity, you develop those
deeper bonds with people," he said.
Sophomore rushec Tim Rau agreed
mat rush and joining a fraternity offers
an opportunity to get to know a group of
people well.
"In a university this big, it's often
hard to have a lot of close friends," Rau
said. "You get to know the guys on a
more personal level.
"[Fraternities] get a lot of bad press,
but I really don't sec it that way. It's a
bunch of college guys .. . hanging out.
.. and picking up a few good memories
here and there."
Sophomore rushec Dan Barton said,
"I feel like I've been missing out on the
college scene. Slaying in a dorm or
living off campus, you are not that tuned
into what is going on."
Decision process proves difficult

Fraternities are looking for several
types of redeeming qualities in the
rushees as they go through the twoweek long rush process.
Many cite leadership, independence,
academics and personality as important
attributes that would benefit their
organizations.
Jason Sterling, co-rush chairman for
Pi Kappa Alpha, said his fraternity
looks for rushees who fulfill their "four
pillars." These include: "scholarship,
leadership, athletics and gentlemanly
conduct-"
"We look to enhance the personal,
social and academic advancement of
college men." he said.
Friendship and involvement attract
ruthees

Sophomore Chris Bing wanted to join
a fraternity because of the close
friendships he hopes to form.
He said many of the friends he had in
high school he'd known since
elementary school, but when he came to

For both sides, either choosing a
prospective member or choosing a
fraternity to pledge, it can be a difficult
decision.
"We don't know until [bid night]
happens how we are going to chose,"
Rau said.
It is also hard for fraternities to
narrow down their choices.
"It's completely intangible," Cliff
Stevens, president of Kappa Sigma,
said.
Ned Dickinson, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
rush chairman, said, "It takes a serious
effort on the part of the rushee to be
considered for a bid."
The process is a mutual selection.
The rushees just don't rush us, Gale
said. "We have to rush them-."
The decision can be made easier
when a candidate is a "legacy." A
legacy is someone whose parent or other
relative has been a member of that
particular fraternity.
Stevens said, "Legacies are a shoe-in
unless we have some sort of serious
problems with them."
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Informal rules frame process

Fraternity rush provides a loose
framework for fraternities to find future
brothers.
This year, approximately 200 men
signed up lo participate in fall rush
activities, down from last year's figure of
300, according lo Randall Bclknap, rush
chairman of the Intcrfralcmiiy Council.
But due to continuous sign ups during
rush, Bclknap thought the number would
reach 300.
Fraternity rush begins with an
orientation program and ends with the
acceptance or rejection of bids from
prospective members.
During the first week of rush, the 13
IFC fraternities scheduled open houses so
rushees could visit all the houses.
"At the open house meetings, what I
really look for is somewhere I feel
comfortable at," Rateaid.*
Next, the individual fraternities offer a
variety of social activities lo acquaint the
brothers and the rushees in informal
sellings such as crab feasts or playing
miniature golf.
"The nature of the activities they
schedule gives you a chance to act as you
are, and you have a better opportunity to
see [the brothers] for who they are," Rau
said.
During rush, no alcohol is served by
any fraternity. This is the only restriction
that IFC puts on rush, and it is "enforced
to the utmost degree," Sterling said.
Belknap said, "The whole concept of
dry rush is fairly new. It's only occurred
in the last five to six years."
Sophomore Rushee Bob Barton said, "I
Ihink it helps-guvs out theft that would
feel intimidated by [drinking] to feel
comfortable."
Wednesday night, the fraternities have
invite-only "formal smokers" which
consist of an interview between the
brothers and die rushee.
"By coming down, you are saying that
if you got a bid, you'd accept it," Waite
said.
On Thursday night, the fraternities
offer bids to the rushees they have
approved. Rushees could receive several
bids, but they must accept one on Friday.
During bid night, the members of the
fraternity travel en masse to the chosen
rushee's residence hall or home lo extend
him a bid.
The quest for quantity and quality
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At the Sigma CM open house, brothers Stave Williams, Chris Howard,
Scott Bumop and Todd Lombardo meat with a prospective pledge.

Fraternity members take rush very
seriously. Advertising and planning is
crucial lo attracting high-quality pledges.
"If you do rush right, you will end up
with a good pledge class," Stevens said.
Dickinson said, "Rush is definitely the
most important thing for a fraternity."
Even though fraternities do not set
quotas for membership, in general they
want to take enough members to keep the
fraternity full.
"It's a recruiting process," Sterling
said. "We look for guys who would
strengthen our brotherhood."

■
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Frats' rush
differs from
Panhellenic
Rush for fraternities is a much
more informal process than it is
for sororities.
Fraternity rush doesn't use the
quota system that sororities have.
Each fraternity usually offers bids
to between 12 and 17 rushees, said
Kristin Radcliffe, assistant director
of Greek life and orientation.
"IFC [Interfraternity Council]
has no control as far as who we
lake or how many we bid," Cliff
Stevens, president of Kappa
Sigma, said.
Bill Gale, president of Alpha
Kappa Lambda, said, "We don't
have a number, we go for quality."
And while sorority rush fees
climbed to $25 this year, IFC only
charges rushees $S, which goes
into the Council's general budget,
IFC president Mike Waite said.
Radcliffe said the main
difference is structure. Sorority
rush is very structured white the
only required structured events of
fraternity rush are die often bouse
and the bid night each fraternity
must have.
1 don't think a fraternity rush
would ever function the same way
as sorority rush." Stevens said.
"ItVjtMt the jnature of the
fraternity system."
Other than that, the fraternities
have a two-week rush period to
plan whatever activities they
choose.
Some of these activities might
include go-carting, watching
Monday night football and playing
Radcliffe said the differences
go back to the way the sororities
and fraternities are governed. The
Panhellenic Council and the
Interfraternity Council are very
different, she said.
"1 think they invented the rules
for sororities because so many
people go out for them," Bing
said.
There are no rush counselors
for the men and they do not have
the structured timetable the
women have for their rush.
Fraternities also have rush in
the fall and spring semesters,
white sororities only have rush in
the fall at JMU.
— staff reports

— staff reports
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FOR INFO CALL:

SAVE THFSR COUPONS!

SCHWINN

Moab

High Plains

$329

$289

FREE Lock, 1£ year FREE Adjs.
Hours: Mon. - Fit 9-8 Sat. 9-6

1570 S. Main

H'burg

434-5151

Rumor has
it that we
can make
old denim
shorts into
newspapers

eusej

\ecycjf

SCOTT X5696

OR

MARK X5508

Here's The Scoop
THE
PLflCE
TO BE
IN'94

OLDE MILL VILLAGE
Amenities Galore
fill Leases are
Individual at
No Extra Charge

Professionally managed by:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502
A MEMBER OF THE
[. I
SEARS FINANCIAL NETWORK lil

BANIteRQ
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
^

DON'T MISS
OUR FREE RENT
GIVEAWAY IN
SEPTEMBER

jyr
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93-94 Graduates & Co-op Opportunities

Vwe're looking for
exceptional individuals
to join our team.
A team managing the information needs of the Company's
/ I largest group health insurance program - covering more than
JL. JL 5 million people. A team creating effective solutions to
complex business problems. A team building for the future. Imagine
the possibilities ahead when one of the world's largest financial
services corporations is behind you.

COMPUTER SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING, FINANCE,
& MARKETING MAJORS

JOIN US TODAY AT THE CAREER FAIR
(Thursday, September 16th)
If you cannot attend, but would like more information
about our Interview Schedule at JMU, stop by the
Office of Career Services where you can also obtain a
free copy of our "Build Your Future" brochure.
Resume Drop Dates are September 27th & 28th
at the Office of Career Services

ThePrudential
AARP Operations
An equal opportunity employer.
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Style

henandoah jShakespeare xpress r
town on humorous dream of love an
by Gina Re
contributing writer

Among the green grass
and tranquility of nature, the
Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express invited an audience to
share a "Midsummer Night's
Dream."
Women swooned, fairies flew and
Athenian laborers rehearsed a play last
Sunday
when
the
Shenandoah
Shakespeare Expressed performed "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" in the JMU
Arboretum.

REVIEW
This talented troupe surprised no one,
as they turned yet another of
Shakespeare's masterpieces into a superb
performance. SSE brought out the hidden
humor found in Shakespeare's work and
made it identifiable to a variety of people.
SSE was co-founded in December of
1989 by JMU English professor Ralph
Cohen and Managing Director of SSE Jim
Warren. Currently SSE is based in
Harrisonburg.
Performing in 25 slates, SSE has staged

MELISSA CAMPBELL

Before taking his life, Pyramus (Kevin
Bergen) make* a speech.

plays for high schools, colleges and art
centers.
They have also performed on the
Elizabethan stage at the Folgcr Library in
Washington, D.C., and at the' Shakespeare
Globe museum in London.
As a troupe of Shakespearean actors,
they don't let the performance separate the
audience from the actors.
In fact, part of what made
"Midsummer's Night's Dream" wonderful
was SSE's use of the audience. Even
before the play began, the cast members
sought audience participation.
Since the play began with a wedding,
the cast members asked the audience to
donate "something old, something new,
something borrowed and something blue."
The red hair dryer, blue rimmed
baseball cap, porcelain duck and light blue
crazy string tested the impromptu abilities
of the cast and added comedy.
Following the wedding gifts, the play
opens with Theseus, played by Jeff Plitt,
making plans for his wedding to
Hippolyta, played by Christina Chamber.
Egeus, played by Margaret McGirr,
comes in and interrupts Theseus in order
to complain that his daughter Hermia,
played by JMU graduate Jen DeMayo, has
fallen in love with Lysander, played by
Mark McLane.
Their words were Shakespearian, but
their stage wasn't. The troupe used the
ground as a stage and the pond as a
backdrop.
The audience, consisting of students,
teachers and local residents, sat back and
relaxed on blankets and folding chairs
scattered around a three-sided stage.
The troupe also brought a contemporary
flair to Shakespeare by wearing white Tshirts, black cotton pants and Mack hightop sneakers. Brightly colored vests,
blazers, large hats and flowers distinguish
the various characters and scenes.
Although the costumes were
flamboyant, they did not distract from the
acting but rather proved to be unobtrusive.
SSE continued to break with
Shakespearean tradition with their
delivery.
There were no British accents, nor were
there any men running around in tights
making dry, dramatic speeches. Instead,
the play blends Greek mythology with the
simplicity of English folklore.
The cast uses this to their advantage
and persuades the audience — like
sleepers — to lose all consciousness and
fall into the play's dream.
In this dream world, it is as though a
magic spell were placed on the audience.
The love affair of Hermia and Lysander
captivates the audience and lets them
laugh.
SSE mastered the sharp tongue of
Shakespeare in this performance and left
many stomachs hurting from laughter.
Beneath this comical production, loo,
lies a battle between the sexes. In the
Shakespearean era, women were
unwillingly subject to both men and their

Under a spell cast by Puck, Hermia (Jen D
Bergen). Bottom, literally and metaphorio
laws.
SSE took this basic concept and
mocked it, much the same way
Shakespeare mocked the subservity of his
day.
The play also dealt with passion. People
often follow their passions, regardless of
any law. After all, Hermia and Lysander
let no laws stand between them and their
passion for each other when they took off
for the woods.
Overall, the actors and actresses gave a
performance that even Shakespeare would
enjoy. But the strongest performance came
from Kevin Bergen, who played Bottom,
the character Shakespeare chose to make
both the literal and metaphorical ass of the
play.
Bcrgen's characterization of Bottom
stood out from the rest of the actors.
Although his name suggests that he is low
in society, he exudes an aura of
excitement. Bergen achieves this through
his own acting ability and a thorough
knowledge of his character.
Bottom makes an ass of himself in most
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teauty is more than nice face
Beautiful movies don't always
need beautiful people.
Actor Mel Gibson, who has starred
in the "Lethal Weapon" and "Mad
Max" sequels, strays from his typical
hero character with good looks to play
a man whose face is partially
disfigured.
Acting as both director and star,
Gibson shows that his talent isn't just
on screen.
Rather than shooting a simple and
corny love story that would be a sure
hit, Gibson takes on a challenge.
The complex drama focuses on the
relationship between a confused and
emotionally scarred young boy, and a
misunderstood and physically scarred

REVIEW
Fortunately, "The Man Without A
Face" confirms that Mel Gibson
doesn't need his looks after all.
Right from the start, Gibson
presents the audience with a puzzle in
the form of a dream. Not just any
dream, but a deep and confusing one
that evokes a dazzled look on most
faces in the audience.
In this dream, 12-year-old Charles
Norstadt, played by Nick Stahl, is the
center of a rather intense military
parade. He is narrating the events of
the parade, and there is a lot of action

going on around him.
Even though Gibson's character
isn't seen until a little later, the
audience still wonders what this boy
with such a vivid imagination can
possibly have in common with
Gibson.
Justin McLcod, Gibson's character,
is as misunderstood as Norstadt.
The storyline twists and turns
throughout the movie as the two
characters unconsciously help heal
each other.
McLcod teaches Norstadt that any
dream can come true, even if it lakes a
little hard work.
In return, McLcod realizes the
beauty of friendship and the meaning
of trust.
"The Man Without A Face" doesn't
need hype to capture attention. It is a
humanistic story that relics on the real
world for its premise. This film tries
to teach us all that fear is an cmouon
based on ignorance.
The movie's focus tells a story and
leaves the viewer not just with words
but with a vivid picture and a warm
heart
With such a universal message,
"The Man Without A Face" actually
caters to all audiences.
Life doesn't always end happily,
and Gibson realizes that.
"The Man Without a Face" is now
playing in Harrisonburg's Loews
theatres in Valley Mall and on S.
Main Street.

en DeMayo) is attracted to Bottom (Kevin
loricaily, was turned into an ass by Puck.
situations, but out of all the characters he
comes closest to bringing out the
underlying message: love and logic often
diverge on different paths.
The metal donkey head-frame designed
for Bergen's character adds humor to the
porduction, while at the same time gives
Bottom humanistic qulailics.
With all of its creativity, SSE stresses
simplicity in its acting. There was no need
for die lights, sets or sound systems found
in most modern theaters. They instead
depended on the natural light of the sun us
Shakespeare did.
Since most of "Midsummer Night's
Dream" took place in the woods, the
outdoor setting of the Arboretum made it
more than a play.
When the sun was beginning to set
there was no glare, but enough light to last
through the entire production.
SSE successfully produced a
contemporary version of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream."
It captivated the audience and offered a
new look at a classic play.

• "Universal Design: Toward a Just Aesthetic/'Aug. 30 Sept. 23, Sawhill Gallery.
• " Handmade Paper by Karen Van der Veer," Sept. 618, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Sandy Skoglund: 'A Breeze At Work' and Other Works,"
Sept.. 28-Oct. 24, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.

music
' Grant Johannesen, guest artist, Masterclass, 1 p.m., Sept. 17,
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
> Public concert, Grant Johannesen, 8 p.m., Sept. 18, Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
| Depeche Mode "Devotional Tour," 7:30 p.m., Sept. 27,
Hampton Coliseum, Hampton.

misc
The Richmond Ballet 10th Anniversary, 8 p.m., Sept. 24, Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
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Will your company grow as fast as you do?
Almost every company's re-

Over the last five years, while

cruiting ad promises you rapid

economic conditions stalled

growth. But before making any

many organizations, Andersen

decisions, ask them how fast

Consulting averaged 20% growth

they're growing. After all, you're

per year Compare that figure

going to have trouble moving up

to any other firm you're consider-

if your company isn't.

ing. It could be the difference

between getting ahead. And
banging your head.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO., S.C.

© 1992 Anderson Consulting An equal opportunity employer

CONGRATULATIONS
to these James Madison University graduates who elected to pursue a career with Andersen Consulting
Jennifer Bilodeau
Kimberly Brown
Donna-Margret Fernandez
Jeffrey Gardner
Gregory Klebes
Melissa Liposky

Finance/Banking
Computer Info. Science
Computer Info. Science
Computer Info. Science
Computer Info. Science
Computer Info. Science

Tammy Mackert
Bruce Shuman
Rick Shuman
Richard Steinle
Charles Warden
Frances White

Marketing
Computer Info.
Computer Info.
Economics
Computer Info.
Computer Info.

We look forward to meeting you at Opportunities 1993.
Future Campus Activities:
CAMPUS INFORMATION SESSION: Monday, September 27, 1993
RESUME DROP: September 27-28 and October 4, 1993
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: Monday, November 1, 1993
Please contact the Placement Office for further details.

Science
Science
Science
Science
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CA

LUNCH

SPECIAL
4Nv^NK^e One Topping

Honor
Integrity
Pride.

+ TAX

^Delivered?, Lunch?, COOLIy^

If these values appeal to you, call
Ian Harper at 564-1223 for more information?

433-PAPA

r^A

433-7272
C*^^^
ONT Y VAT ID MON -FRI From 11 AM rn 1PM

3

CHEAP WEEKEND!!!
AT

Rent any Movie, Super Nintendo,
Nintendo, or Genesis
Game for

ONLY

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
PRESENTS ITS BALLET IN RESIDENCE

Rent Saturday
& Return Monday
Yeah Thats Right!!!

« «*J

THE RICHMOND BALLET
FREE MEMBERSHIP

Tenth Anniversay Spectacular

Over 13,000 Movies & Over 600 Games To Choose from
$2.25 PER NIGHT

a*Mon-Fri RENT 2 GET 3rd FREE!!
ACME VIDEO
RT. 33 E. (NEXT TO WENDYS)

433-9181
.

HOURS
MON-THUR 9-9
FRI- SAT
9 - 10
SUN
12 - 8

Friday, September 24th
8:00PM Wilson Hall Auditorium
Box Office Hours:
Harrison Hall (M-F) 1-5PM — Warren Hall (M-F)
Call (703) 568-7000 for reservations
Tickets are $8.50 to $12.50
Visa and Mastercard Accepted

9-4PM

Part of the College of Fine Arts & Communication Encore Seri
lenesl
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Student body cries out for change
Every school year, one issue captures the hearts of
JMU students.
As the Persian Gulf War unfolded during the
1990-91 school year, we sat mesmerized in front
of our television screens as an awesome display of
firepower in the form of scud and patriot missiles flashed
before our eyes.
Student discontent with the JMU administration
prompted protests in front of Wilson Hall that eventually
convinced Dr. Carrier to hold a student forum during the
1991-92 school year.
A racial incident in a fraternity house ignited a campuswide debate about race relations at JMU during the 199293 school year.
And staying consistent with the past three school years,
the JMU student body has once again found an issue
conducive to hours of heated debate—jean shorts.
The issue was first sparked in the Sept 9 Breeze, when
"women praying to make a difference in college casual
wear" darted jean shorts. "Whether cut off, rolled up or
neatly tailored, jean shorts are undeniably dorky," the
women declared.
Since the dart was published one week ago, JMU has
been in turmoil. Rumor has it every JMU office across
campus closed between noon and 1 p.m. last Thursday to
hold mediation sessions about jean shorts. The JMU
football learn tanked their game Saturday against
Richmond in the fourth quarter after some of the Spider
faithfuls started taunting the Dukes with strips of denim.
The American Association of University Professors held
an emergency meeting Tuesday decrying that CISAT was
to blame for the jean shorts epidemic.
Meanwhile, The Breeze offices were flooded with
denim darts arid pats. Students darted the authors of the
original dart. Others patted the authors. One student
patted denim-wearing dorks. Another, obviously shaken
by the denim dart, darted "females across JMU's campus
who wear short shorts and skimpy tops."
Fortunately, this issue has grabbed the attention of the

Editorial Policy

student body early in the semester. Senator elections for
the Student Government Association were just recently
held, and we feel that the jean shorts issue should be the
SGA's top priority. SGA President Josh Pringle is
supremely qualified to moderate this issue on the basis
that his socks often match.
If you have any opinion on this issue or you just want
to talk about any fashion issue, feel free to write or call
the SGA office instead of writing to The Breeze.
Remember, the current SGA president is open to any and
all student input.
However, we can't afford to spend hours quibbling
about this matter. Following our first instincts, we would
form a Fashion Steering Committee. The committee
members would dcveie the next five years of their lives to
answering fashion questions such as "Why are boxer
shorts the only earthly object that can defy gravity?"
But this reasoning and scrutinizing of the issue would
not be an effective use of our time. Right now, we need
swift and effective leadership. We must employ
innovative approaches to fashion at JMU. In fact, an
entire fashion restructuring is needed.
To this end, the SGA president should grant himself
bypass powers and take immediate decisive action by
banning denim on campus or by physically forcing
everyone on campus to wear denim daily. The actual
decision is immaterial as long as it's implemented
expedienUy.
If no action is taken, this university may be denied
admission into the 21st century by the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia, or worse yet, college
guides may label us as "dorks.''
It is time to take action JMU. We have stumbled upon
the issue of the 1993-94 school year. We, the student
body of JMU, have spoken. And we haven't said a thing.
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
individual staff members. ^-\

Heather O'Neil. ..editor
Donna RagsdaU ... managing editor
Hob Kaiser.. . opinion editor
Letters Co the editor should be no mare dmn 350 word*, columns no more than 550
wards, end will be published on • space available basis. The y mutt be delivered to Tht
Brat* by noon Tuesday or S pun. Friday.
TV Breeze reserve* aSe rt|ht to edit for clarity and apace.
The opinion* in *t» section do not necessarily reflect the aptruon of the newspaper,
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A major dart to the females who think men
shouldn't wear denim shorts. People should choose
their clothes to suit their own tastes and comfort
requirements. They're more confident and therefore
look better. And don't be so shallow as to think that
men dress just to please you.
Sent in by someone who won't let others dictate
her fashion style.

Pat...
To all the men who still wear their jean shorts
despite the ridiculous dart about how men look in
them. It is my perception that men dress more for
comfort and less to impress. It seems obvious io me
that these women, "praying for khaki shorts" don't
know what "real men" like. Face it girls, I don't see
many of you wearing high-heels, mini-skirts and
tight blouses to impress the men on campus.
Sent in by a woman who has better things to do
than criticize men for what they're wearing.

Dart...
To the khaki loters/anti-denim women. Guys —
take it from the truly fashion conscious, denim is
definitely sexy. Remember, it's not so much what
you wear, but how you wear it.
Sent in by members of the secret fashion police.

Pat...
A huge pat to the fashion-intelligent women
"praying to make a difference in college casual
weaP' for sending a denim dart to the naive men who
wear denim shorts. Yes ladies, it is an epidemic
indeed. But don't worry, there is still an elite breed
that know how to dress.
Sent in by men who were born in khakis.

Dart.
A frustrated dan to all those fine-looking females
across JMU's campus who wear short shorts and
skimpy tops. These distractions ruin a guy's
concentration during exams and lectures. Trust us
girls, when all is said and done, we are more
concerned with our GPA's than your hard bodies.
Sent in by a guy who likes denim shorts!

Pat...
To all the guys on campus who are defying the
label of dork by continuing to wear jeans shorts.
Let's make a stand men! We are tired of being
treated like pieces of meat to be gawked at by all of
the women on campus.
Sent in by a dork.
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Entering the mind of a penniless JAC card loser
"We all look the same — wide eyes, a hungry look on our faces, and clutching our last $5 or $10."
They say when you get older that it's the little things
that get to you.
Speaking as a senior, someone who's had four years
to learn a lot of big things, one little thing still
unnerves me. Losing things. Losing one thing in
particular — my JAC card.
Yes, I'm a JAC card loser.
I knew I was in trouble when I realized that getting
a new ID would take my last dollar. But that was only
the beginning of the saga. Because this ID and I had
spent three years together — I had almost begun to like
the picture.
Being a campus dweller meant that losing my ID
presented even more serious repercussions. No ID —
no food.
But more importantly for me, losing my ID meant
instilling a sense of paranoia. How could I lose it? And
wasn't it just the other day that I lost my daily planner
and didn't I just forget my brother's birthday? ... So
there I am — searching every inch of grass between DHall and Anthony-Seeger.
Now, I am generally a responsible person. I've
written lengthy papers, done intense research, covered
important stories, been a leader — all of that selfconfidence disappeared with a JAC card.

Guest Columnist
— Donna Ragsdale
I'm a JAC card loser.
Finally, as I face the futility of it all, I clutch my $5
and head out to the Campus Card Center at 4 p.m. All
along the way, I catch glimpses of something shiny,
maybe even purple, beside sidewalks and under bushes.
But to no avail, I march on.
I open the door to the card center. I know they are not
too happy to see another student on this Monday. I smile
and say, "So you get a lot of lost IDs today?" — trying to
reassure myself that this happens to the best of us. She
says that she doesn't know.
Now, she is certainly a nice lady, but I don't think she
understands the distress of losing a JAC card. She doesn't
realize the scrambling I've done for the last hour. She
looks like the kind of person who never leaves her
pocketbook in a restaurant or has an overdue library book.
But I am. So here I am in the office for JAC card
losers.

Should your face be here?
Breeze
Columnist
—?????

Should your editorial cartoon be here?

If your answer to either of these questions is yes, then apply to
become a Breeze columnist or editorial cartoonist. A cover letter
and three pieces of your published or unpublished work are due by
Friday, Sept. 17. If you have any questions, call Rob at x3846.
Send applications to this address:
Opinion Editor
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall

While I wait for my picture to develop, several other
people in similar predicaments come in. We all look
the same — wide eyes, wild hair, a hungry look on our
faces, and clutching our last S5 or $10.
Of course, this was my worst picture ever — worse
even than my passport picture. I thought, "This is
punishment enough — the humiliation of having every
D-hall and Dukes worker on campus see this picture of
me."
But that's not it As I was leaving, the card lady said
she had to enter something into the computer. Now,
they may say this is only to get my account fixed in the
computer. But — call me paranoid — I think they
enter a big DELINQUENT beside my school record
for this.
At any rate, it was a trying experience. And, yes, I
did learn something from it. We all have days like this
— where the little things are just too much. But just
get back on your feet. Admit mat you're a JAC card
loser.
Because there's always another JAC card. And
maybe next time, it'll be a better picture.
Since writing this column, senior Donna Ragsdale has
recovered the missing JAC card.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Lack of competition gives the JMU
Bookstore monopolistic powers
To the editor
In light of the recent JMU controversies, including but
not limited to Lefty's basketball camp fiasco and the Board
of Visitors resolution regarding JMU President Ronald
Carrier, I would like to take a moment to say, "Who cares?"
The biggest scam at JMU is the price of textbooks.
Whose fault is all this? The publishers' and the JMU
Bookstore's. The bookstore is famous for saying "the
publisher dictates the price of the book." First, to some
extent, the publisher does set the price of the book by setting
the price at which they sell the book to th bookstore. Beyond
that, the bookstore is free to mark up the price as much as
they can get away with, and they do. The problem is that
there is no competition. The JMU Bookstore has a monopoly
on textbooks, and the price shows it.
I live in Blacksburg, home of Virginia Tech, where there
are two bookstores: University Bookstore (on-campus) and
Tech Bookstore (private and off-campus). Competition
between the two stores has lowered the price of books. I have
compared prices between Tech Bookstore and the JMU
Bookstore, and I have found that prices are 10 to 20 percent
cheaper at Tech Bookstore in Blacksburg, which can mean
$20-40 extra spending money to the average student each
semester. The JMU Bookstore's line about "the publisher
setting the price" is a lie; lack of competition sets the price.
. The whole "new edition" thing is a scam, too. It all boils
down to the publisher and author wanting to make more
money. They put out a new edition every five years or so to
force students to buy a new book and to get rid of all the
used book reselling that the publishers hate, because they
don't make any money from it. Don't blame the bookstore
this time — the profit margin is higher on used books than
on new ones. They'd rather sell the old, used edition any day.
Granted, fields such as computer science or biology
change rapidly and may justify new textbooks every so often,
but how much does U.S. history change in five years? Any at
all? Enough to justify a new, expensive edition of the book?
What can we do? Write letters to the bookstore
complaining about the prices. Call them up — the number is
x6121. Write the Breeze. Encourage your Student
Government Association senator to introduce a bill calling
for an independent bookstore to come to Harrisonburg. We
don't have to get jerked around like this forever.
David C. Perry
geography
senior
Editor's Note: Petty Sarb, director of retail and postal
services, said in the Sept. 6 Breeze that the retail price of
books in the JMU Bookstore are set by the publisher.
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Our perpetual grand vision of generic change
"Mostly we see a vision of green — not the green of trees or grass, but the green of money.
Our name is Ronald E. Carrier, but you can call us
Dr. Carrier. We would again like to address the topic
of change at James Madison University.
In two recent issues of The Breeze, we spoke about
the need for change. Change is what we need, and
change is what we will get.
We used short, declarative sentences. Our
paragraphs were rarely longer than two sentences.
We started an inordinate number of sentences with
"we," and we use that word in the same sense that the
Queen of England uses it
And so we will again try to convey the importance
of change. Change is especially important to students
and their families, because that is what they have left
after the tuition bill is paid.
As we said before, you must try to understand that
JMU is now structured like a 19th-century German
university. Don't you all feel like you're in Munich or
Berlin when you're here? We know we do, especially
after an evening on Greek Row.
So what we need, if we didn't make ourselves clear
the first 83 times, is change. You may ask what kind of
change we need.
The answer is that we need innovative change. We
need to be creative, and to free ourselves from the
restrictions that bind us.
We cannot constrain ourselves to one point of view
or one universal administrative superstructure. We
must move beyond obstacles and leap over conformity
in a single bound.
We have the opportunity to better ourselves and be
more enfranchised, as well as restructure our current
paradigms and wamboozle our borsrits. We know your
eyes have glazed over from all of the fuzzy jargon, and

Heresies
— Eric M. Johnson
at this point we can say whatever we want.
We could recite haiku, if we wanted to, or perhaps
insert a poem from e.e. "buster" cummings. Our favorite
is the one that looks like an ice-cream cone. What's
yours?
Because you are not reading this, we will tell you that
we appreciate the Student Ambassadors a lot. After all,
they continue the myth that we can be seen all over
campus, greeting the students. We know most students
have seen Elvis more often than they've seen Ron Carrier
walking around JMU. This is very funny indeed.
However, we suppose we ought to get back to the
subject at hand, which is change, in case you have
forgotten. Things are changing a lot here at JMU. We
have a new college, for example, the College of
Integrated Science and Technology.
This college came about because we wanted to have
an engineering program at JMU. Some fuddy-duddy antichange doo-doo-heads in the faculty objected because our
university is known as a middle-sized liberal arts school,
but what do they know? In any case, we got money for
CISAT because we told the state that it was for a "new
kind of school," not an engineering program.
Do you see how clever we are? If we told Richmond

Administration, Faculty & Ataff
Provide jour loved one* vith the care and independence they
deserve at

LiflCTcavcr Apartment*

• Comfortable housing at
below-markct rate*
• Individually controlled thermostats
• Handicap accessible
• Medical alert pull cord* throughout
each unit

■M

• On-site laundry
• Wall-to-wall carpeting
• Two activity room* and library in
building
• bus shuttle pick-up
• On-site manager

that we wanted an engineering program, they would
have told us that Virginia doesn't need another one.
But since we told them that we were building
something else, they gave us our money.
This may or may not violate the JMU Honor Code,
but we doubt we will be prosecuted under it
And so change rolls on. Some have asked why we
are spending $18 million on a new gym and $10
million on the Arboretum when students are having
trouble getting enough classes, but they haven't tapped
into the vision yet.
This vision is grand, for we do not think in simple
terms. First,we want to keep the mentor-student
relationship, because it is so important. When you
students are sitting in a lecture class with 212 people,
with your professor giving his close, personal attention
to each and every member of the class, you can almost
smell the mentor-student relationship, can't you?
But mostly we see a vision of green — not the
green of trees or grass, but the green of money. We see
JMU as a medieval fiefdom, and the more wealth we
can get from students and taxpayers the better. We
seek greater control over the serfs and foremen, so we
can carry out this vision. We see ourselves reclining on
a litter, being carried around by freshmen.
We know we have not provided many specific
answers to the problems facing our university, but we
know you will trust us to lead you in this tumultuous
hour. If you have any suggestions, please come to our
office and talk to us, if you can get past the imperial
guards.
Junior Eric M. Johnson would like to have any
sightings of Dr. Carrier reported to him immediately.

HALF POUND
T-BONE DINNER

PONDEROSA

Tor information call:
Harrisonburg Qedevelopment & Housing Authority

3S

(703) 434-7386
or visit our central office:
286 Kdley (Street
Harrisonburg. VA

.. .
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s

**
ONLY
$4
2
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Includes Choice Of Baked Potato Or Fries,
The Grand Buffett™ And Sundae Bar
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For$

+
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N#*^+Wr
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.)
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Sports
No. 18 Dukes rally from behind,
stampede Bison in home opener
McSorley tallies two
to bring JMU back
from 1-0 deficit
AMYPETRUCCI

Winning:
Now there's a
Pleasant idea
by Jason Ruggiero
contributing writer
Now that he's got his game up to
par, he's swinging for a
championship.
Junior golf standout Pleasant
Hughes teed off at the Navy
Invitational last weekend by
shooting a two-day winning score of
149, leading the JMU men's golf
team to a second place finish.
Hughes shot respective scores of
73 and 76 on the first and second
days, finishing three strokes ahead
of his nearest competitors.
"I wasn't surprised by his
victory," coach Tom Hurt said. "He
was able to remain focused under
exceptionally windy conditions."
Hughes, a native of West Palm
Beach, Fla., has been the backbone
of the men's golf team.
As a freshman, Hughes was a
steady Top-10 finisher. His best
show came in the JMU Fall Classic
when he finished fifth.
"I felt as though I played pretty
average golf for most of my
freshman year," he said. "I played
an important role on a primarily
senior-oriented group, but I wasn't
the person carrying the team."
Hughes emerged as a team leader
last season, placing in the Top-10 at
the CAA Tournament.
"Pleasant has been steadily
scoring better as he gains maturity,"
Hurt said. "His excellent short game
is one of the reasons why he's one
of the top five collegiate golfers in
NCAA Division II men's golf."
Hughes did not turn into an
exceptional golfer overnight.
"I put in a lot of practice time last
month, and I'm really beginning to
play better golf," Hughes said. "I'd „
just like to continue to play as well
as I have been lately."
- Hughes' goals include a trip to
the NCAA Tournament.
"I think that we have a great
chance to do well this year,"
Hughes said. "The team aspect of
golf is really much more important
to me than all of the individual
recognition^
__..__

by Mike Wissot
stqffwriter
The JMU men's soccer team exploded
after a dismal 1-0 first half deficit,
slaughtering Howard University 5-1 in
front of an anxious home crowd yesterday.
"It was a great win for this JMU team,"
head coach Tom Martin said. "Howard
always puts a tough team together, but we
were able to pick up our level of play and
win the game."
The 18th-ranked Dukes lifted their
record to 3-0-1, while the Bison dropped
to 0-4-0.
Sophomore forward Patrick McSorley
scored a pair of goals, adding to the
Dukes' second half romp.
"We really turned the game around in
the second half," said McSorley, who
came off the bench after a knee injury
early in the game. "It was great to get back
in there and set our own tempo."
Senior team captain Bob Johnston
picked up two assists and contributed to a
strong JMU defense in the second half.
Johnston now has 16 career assists, tied
for sixth place on the JMU career list, 11
away from breaking the school record.
Howard capitalized midway through the
first half, as senior forward Wendell Regis
scored a slow roller past JMU goalkeeper
Barry Purcell and two defenders.
JMU attempted just five shots on goal
in the first half.
"What we were lacking in the first half
was a lot of emotion and our sense of
urgency," Martin said. "Our play wasn't
good, so we had to regroup and come out
a lot more intense."
The Dukes came back to score five
goals on 15 attempts in the second half.
Sophomore midfielder Kaarlo
Kankkunen scored quickly off a free kick
from 20 yards out, tying the game at 1-1.
McSorley then netted his first goal off a
Johnston free kick, putting the Dukes
ahead for the remainder of the game.
"I was really pumped up after that
goal," McSorley said. "I was trying to get
the crowd into the game, and it helped us
out in the second half."
JMU picked up two more quick goals
from junior forward Mark Mathewson and
McSorley, who was assisted by senior
defender K.P. Wawrzyniak.
Junior forward Chad Wilkinson blasted
a goal after a pass from teammate forward
Matt Rinn for the final tally.
Four of the Dukes' goals came within a
25-minute span.
"It's a critical time in any soccer game
after a goal is scored how you react,"
Martin said. "Howard scored and brought
. Jbcif motors up. Mt .we .regrouped in the

CRAIG NEWMAN

Sophomore Nathan Fairchild helps anchor the JMU midfield. The Dukes next
home game is Wednesday, Sept 22 against St. Francis, Pa.

second half."
Martin said the second half scoring was
strictly based on textbook strategics.
"Every goal we scored were all nice
goals," Martin said. "We diagramed each
play in practice and came through."
JMU starts off its CAA schedule with a
pair of road games, at UNC Wilmington
Friday and East Carolina Sunday. The
Dukes return home against St. Francis on
Wednesday at 4 p.m.
"We're playing two very tough and
physical teams this weekend," Martin said.
"We have to take the same constructive
emotion down there as we did today."
GAME NOTES: Senior Brent Bennett is
tied for eighth in the CAA with six points.
On the season, Bennett has three goals in

ISAA TOP 20
4-0-0
1. Virginia
3-0-0
2. Creighion
3. Indiana
3-1-1
4. Duke
3-1-0
Cal State-Fullerton
4-0-0
6. St. John's
3-0-1
7. UCLA
4-0-0
8. Penn Stale
3-0-0
9. Southern Methodist
2-0-0
10. Wisconsin
5-0-0
11. Clem son
2-1-1
12. William and Mary
2-1-0
13. Dartmouth
0-0-0
14. St. Louis
2-1-0
15. Fresno State
3-1-0
4-0-1
16. Hartwick
17. Florida International
2-1-0
18. JAMES MADISON
2-0-1
19. Washington
3-1-0
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We know, too, that complex
personal circumstances can sometimes
make abortion the best choice.
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we
offer family planning and early abortion services
because we believe a woman should have a full
range of options available to her.
Call us for information or to schedule an appointment — confidentially of course.
1-800-773-9140

anymore,/
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Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services
Hagerstown, MD 21740
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JMU playing with the best in the nation
Dukes fall short against ODU, but are rapidly gaining respect
by Amy Keller
contributing writer
The JMU field hockey learn scored well
on one of its toughest tests this season.
The Dukes came away with two losses
in their weekend visit to top-ranked Old
Dominion, but more importantly proved it
can play with any team in the country.
The Dukes lost 3-2 on Friday and went
to double overtime Saturday before losing
again 3-2. JMU's effort knocked the
Monarchs from No. 1 to No. 5 in the polls.
"We practiced very hard," coach
Christy Morgan said. "We were prepared.
When you play against the No. 1 team,
you have to think of them not as ODU but
just as another team we're playing."
Going into the games, ODU, the
defending NCAA champions, displayed
the confidence that went along with being
the top-ranked team in the nation.
"We knew what they had," Morgan
said. "The biggest challenge was their
confidence, but we overcame that early
on. We believed we could beat them and
we definitely can."
Ranked third in the region behind ODU
and North Carolina, the Dukes are looking
to reach the next plateau.
"Now we're at a level where we can
compete with the best in the nation,"
Morgan said.
In the first of the two games, freshman
midfielder Carole Thate scored both of
JMU's goals in the 3-2 loss. The second
game was tied 2-2 at the end of regulation
play and went into sudden death overtime.
"Both games could have gone either
way," Morgan said.
The team prepared for the ODU matchup as they would for any other game. "We
have the skill and desire. We made the
commitment," Morgan said.
Morgan expects to face the Monarchs
again in November in the CAA
tournament.
"It's OK that we didn't win it now," she
said. "We'll get another chance against
them in the tournament. Until then, we'll
improve and so will they.
"We're going to go after every team
and build on what we accomplished this

JOSH SEELY

Freshman Carole Thate was named the CAA's player of the week after scoring
seven goals last week, including a school-record four against Wake Forest.

weekend," she said. "We'll concentrate on
scoring and passing patterns because mat's
where we need improvement. We need to
play one game at a time and not rest on
our laurels."
Despite the success of this year's squad,
Morgan points to the determination of the
older players as the key to the overall
success of the team.
"This didn't just happen overnight," she

said. "Within the past three years the team
has built and grown. Everybody worked,
believed and played as a unit. The
difference between good teams and great
teams is the total team effort and
camaraderie. This team really cares about
each other."
The Dukes look to continue their
success Sept. 19 when they travel to the
University of Connecticut

Dutch Olympian
adds experience,
depth to team
With an Olympic-size heart for
field hockey, one freshman is
conquering the challenge of a new
college and a new country.
For Carole Thate, 21, of
Amsterdam, Holland, playing on the
1992 Dutch Olympic Team was the
culmination of 12 years of hard
work.
"My parents played when they
were young and there was a stick
around our house, so I grew into it,"
she said.
After just two previous trips to the
United States, Thate has had to
adjust to the American way of life.
"In Holland, we start to play at
such an early age, so we know our
skills better," she said. "In America,
the mentality is different — here you
live for your sport."
Thate, a psychology major, spends
nearly all her free lime studying.
"I want to specialize in child
psychology because I used to coach
kids in Holland," she said. "I want to
get a good education while I'm here.
Hockey is not like soccer or football
— you can't earn money when
you're good at it. It's just an amateur
sport."
In addition to being a member of
the Netherlands' 1992 Olympic
Team, Thate also played for the 1990
Dutch World Cup champion team
and the 1991 European Cup team.
Because of an NCAA regulation,
Thate only has three years of
eligibility at JMU. Whether or not
she fulfills that eligibility is still
unsure.
"I don't know yet what I'll do,"
she said. "It depends on if I decide to
finish my education here. I plan to
get the most out of the team and the
school. So far I like it here. I like it
all — the team, the university, the
whole environment."

— Amy Keller

Women's soccer gearing up for showdown with Cavaliers
by Kevin Finch
assistant sports editor
JMU versus UVa — the rivalry continues.
Today, the two women's soccer teams do battle at 4
p.m. at X-Lol field, and the Dukes would like nothing
better than to knock off die No. 10 team in the nation.
"To us, this is one of our top games of the season,
coach Dave Lombardo said. "We would like to have the
fan support"
The Cavaliers are coming off a loss to No. 4 William
& Mary, and Lombardo feels his team has some specific
advantages.
"We have a case where, to the casual observer,
conditions are in our favor," Lombardo said. "We are
playing at home and we are playing some of the best
soccer we've ever played."
In addition, UVa's top goalie, Becky Hornbacher,
broke her leg in a game against UNC-Greensboro.
One game does not make a season, but Lombardo
stressed that a victory over the Cavaliers would be a
huge step toward the NCAA Tournament.

"Only four teams from each region are selected," he
said. "Every team is one that can slop us from making
the tournament. We have to deal with mat with more
intensity."
*

"This is one of our top games
of the season. We would like
yy
to have the fan support.
Dave Lombardo
women's soccer coach
JMU enters today's match-up with a 3-1 record. The
team's only loss was Sept 8 at George Mason, and the
defeat knocked the previously 15th ranked Dukes out of
the Top 20.

"We lost the game — they didn't beat us," Lombardo
said. "We know it was a lackluster performance. It's
important for us to start playing our style &hd not waiting
for what somebody else does."
This past weekend, the team did just that. They
bounced back from the GMU loss with consecutive onegoal wins over Wright State and Dayton.
"It was important for us to get back on track,"
Lombardo said. "Both teams were physical. In the past,
physical play took us out of our game. We were able to
deal with their physicality and still play our style."
With a corps of new freshman, Lombardo admits that
the team chemistry is not where it should be. But he is
pleased with the ability of different players to contribute.
"We've been getting solid performances from front to
back," he said.
Sophomore Ashley Williamson leads the team in
scoring with three goals and two assists, and senior Jonnell Berry, who missed most of last year with a leg injury,
has added two goals.
Following today's match, the Dukes host UNCGreensboro on Sunday at 1 p.m.
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ra ® SPORTS
HIGHLIGHTS
REC REPORT
The men's rugby team tied Catholic
University 15-15 on Saturday in
Washington, D.C.
Everyone who uses the Godwin
Wellness Center must participate in a
facility orientation before Oct. 15. Call
x3321 for an appointment.
The intramurals and sport club office
has moved from Godwin Hall and is
now located in Warren Hall room 300.

WOMEN'S GOLF
The JMU women's golf team
finished in 15th place in the Lady Tar
Heel Invitational Golf Tournament on
Sunday in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Sophomore Niki Crist was the top
performer for the Dukes, coming in
25th place with a score of 236.
Team members senior Heather
Breeden, juniors Christy Power and
Heidi McWilliams and freshman
Danielle Zahaba also participated in the
event.

UPCOMING
Thursday, Sept. 16
Women's soccer: Virginia at JMU, 4
p.m.
Friday, Sept 17
Men's golf: JMU at Georgetown
Invitational, Fredericksburg, Va.

Men's soccer: JMU at UNCWilmington, 4 p.m.
Men's tennis: JMU at Navy Fall
Classic
Women's volleyball: JMU vs. Furman
at Tennessee Invitational, 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept 18
Women's cross country: JMU at
Navy Invitational
Football: JMU at Connecticut, 1 p.m.
Men's golf: JMU at Georgetown
Invitational
Women's golf: JMU at Tina
Barrctt/Longwood Invitational
Men's tennis: JMU at Navy Fall
Classic
Women's volleyball: JMU vs.
Tennessee, 1:30 p.m., JMU vs. Duke,
4:00 p.m. at Tennessee Invitational
Men's rugby: Longwood at JMU, 3:30
p.m., Godwin field
Women's rugby: Longwood at JMU, 1
p.m., Godwin field
Sunday, Sept. 19
Field hockey: JMU at Connecticut, 2
p.m.
Women's golf: JMU at Tina
Barrett/Longwood Invitational
Men's soccer: UNC-Greensboro at
JMU, 1 p.m.
Men's tennis: JMU at Navy Fall
Classic
Women's volleyball: JMU at Southern
Mississippi, noon

FOOTBALL
JIHU
Dukes
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Delaware
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vs. Connecticut

Richmond
2
Northeastern
l
Boston U.
l
Massachusetts l
Connecticut
1
William and Mary 1
James Madison l
Rhode Island : l
Maine
1
Vtllanova
0
New Hampshire 0

GAME: JMU «t Connecticut, 1 pjn.
DUKES NOTES: Tailback Rhad Miles
is out with knee surgery, arid may return for
<ne Jacksonville State game Sept. 25. . . .
Scherer said he will not name a starting
quarterback until right before the game.
DATA: the.Huskxet: went S-6 last veiar
and return 14 waiters. Quarterback Zeke
Rodger* is ba^aftet takmg over ■ the
starting job: midway into the season and
leading the Huskies to a 3-2 record,
Rodgers threw for 1.107 yards, nine
touchdowns Ind six interceptions, and
complcd 58 percent ofhis passes.
SCOUTING REPORT: The Huskies are
a strong, physical team capable of
dominating: the line of scrimmage. The
offense, led by Rodgers, is the strength of
the team. Tailback Ed Long is a power
runner wrio rushed for 900 yards lasi year,
fourth in th«Yankee Conference.
RIP'S KEYS TO VICTORY: "We've
got to be real' physical against their running
game. . . .They line up behind that big
offensive line and just pound you. It's
imperative that we keep our guys fresh.
We've got to keep bur defense off the
field."

0
0
o
0
l
1
l
l
1
1
2

58
27
45
37
41
62
68
37
30
3
37

27
3
0
7
49
56
23
32
72
27
51

La«t weok'g regultn
Boston U. 45f Maine o
Northeastern 27, Vlltanova 3
Richmond 2Qv James Madison 13
Connecticut 24, New Hampshire 23
Delaware 42, William & Mary 35
Rhode Island 37, Hofstra 32
Massachusetts 37, Holy Cross 7
PtevewofthoWeok
Robert Dougherty, QB, Boston U... .
Threw for 330 yards and two
touchdowns in 45-0 win over Maine
rushed for 53 yards and three
touchdowns.
Clint Dunn. LB, JMU ... Had career
high 18 tackles in 20-13 loss to
Richmond .. .Intercepted one pass in
the endzone. and deflected two others.
.. played big role In goal line stand.
GRANT JERDING

Tames

Unusual
Antique
Jewelry
and
Contemporary
75 South Court Square
Next to Sovran Bank Drive-Thru
Designs
We Buy Gold and Silver Jewelry
Jewelry Repair on Premises
Any Questions Call Tina Shall, Manager.

433-1833

MERRELL
GRANITE
Weather Tight
Construction
Wrap-Around Band

SALE $39.95
(REGULARLY $68)

COME AND JOIN
THE JMU MARTIAL
ARTS CLUBXT*

THE ONLY
CLUB YOU'LL
EVER NEED!

Fd

ORE INFO

CAll!NICK AT
432-1437

CLASSES MEET EVERY MONDAY AND
WEDNESDAY IN THE GODWIN HALL
WRESTLING ROOM AT 7:00PM - EVERYONE WELCOME.
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Wilderness
1544 East Market Street, Harrlsonburg, Va 22801
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

Picks off the week

last week
Season total

Winning percentage.

West Virginia at Maryland
Tennessee at Florida
Texas Tech at Georgia
Colorado at Stanford
Penn State at Iowa
MOIKI;I\

in

Niulit: Denver al Kansas City

Seattle at New England
Houston at San Diego
Dallas at Phoenix
Washington at Philadelphia
LA. Rams at N.Y. Giants

Steve Miranda
sports editor
6-5
12-10
.545

Alison Boyce
sports writer
4-7
11-11-0
.500

West Virginia
Tennessee
Georgia
Stanford
Iowa

Maryland
Tennessee
Georgia
Stanford
Iowa

l\.lll-Os ( ||\

New England
San Diego
Dallas
Philadelphia
L.A. Rams

Two weeks of the football season are in the history books and, so far, the
pathetic picks of the week panel has done little to make famed Las Vegas
oddsmaker Danny Sheridan nervous. Never in the history of the panel has a
member finished below .500, but 1993 may change all that. Alison was
warned that a quick start usually means peril down the road, and she
stumbled to a 4-7 mark in week two. Steve, with his daring (lucky) pick of
Cleveland over San Francisco on Monday night, is proving to be the Evel
Knievel of the panel. So far, it has worked as he sits atop the leader board
one game ahead of the pack. Kevin bounced back from a slow start to jump

Kevin Finch
Drew vanEssdstyn
asst sports editor
news editor
7A
5^
11-11-0
11-11-0
.500
.500

Maryland
Florida
Georgia
Stanford
Penn State

Former Breeze
sports editor
JoeKornik

Maryland
Tennessee
Georgia
Stanford
Penn State

West Virginia
Florida
Georgia
Stanford
Penn State

New England
Houston
Dallas
Philadelphia
L.A. Rams

New England
Houston

iXls ( ll\

Seattle
Houston
Dallas
Philadelphia
N.Y. Giants

Seattle
Houston
Dallas
Philadelphia
N.Y. Giants

Dallas

Philadelphia
N.Y. Giants

right back in the thick of things with an impressive 7-4 week. But even a
broken clock is right twice a day. That leaves us with Drew. Last year, he
couldn't predict the outcome of a Wile E. Coyote/Roadrunner cartoon, and this
year he finds himself once again in last place, helped by the alphabetical
placement of his last name. By the way, D-Hall ID scanner Tonya Hollomon
went 3-8, tying the record for worst guest predictor in recent memory. The
panel is hoping for better results this week when it welcomes picks of the
week panel veteran and former sports editor Joe Kornik, who finished last
season one game ahead of Drew, but only because he picked the Roadrunner.

Delivery Hours:
Sun.,Mon.
Ila.in.-I2a.ni.
Tue. • Sat.
1 la.m - Xa.m.

RUSH CHI PHI

43-DUKES
(433-«537)

GOOD TODAY
THRU
!
MONDAY j

BULLDOG
Roast Beef, Turkey, Provolono
French Fries & L;!,. Drink

#2

Stpgk & Cheese
Stn.Mozz. Sticks
I . Drink

#^ FREE Order of NlRrfioe
with Purchase of
$ 10 or morel
#4

JAMES MADISON
Roast Bo< I & Cheddar

WILD TURKEY

RUSH CHI PHI

Turkey, Bacon, Mounstor

Minimum Delivery $5

Chet"' Fri

. Drink
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LUNCH SPECIAL
»*
;e One Topping

c

+ TAX

^Delivered?, Lunch?, COOL!

433-PAPA

433-7272
ONLY VAI .ID MON -FPI Fmrn HAMfn ^PM

RARR-ltE STATIOM
Quality Catalogue &
Brand Name Clothing for
Men & Women at
50% OFF the Regular Price Everyday!
We Now Have a Huge Selection of
Your Fall Favorites:
Bam JacketS'Sweaters'Turtlenecks
Jeans-Pants-Rugbys'Skirts
Drcsses«Shoes & Boots-Blazers
Accessories And Much Morel
1790 E. MARKET ST . HARR1SONBURG
NEXT TO KROGER

T

n 1992, one
ton became

Your best defqnse is

.

t-80O34£AIDS:
-80O<562-HELP

STAUNTON TRACTOR, INC.
1990VWjettaGL $7950
|4;dr, auto, red, a/c, cassette,
sunroof, 83K.

,

1988 VW Golf GT $52501
4 dr, 5 $pd, black, a/c, sunroof, JVC
stereo, 74K.

:i988Hyundai Excel $31501
2dr,4spd,red,28K.

11987 pievfolet S-10 $39501
2 dr, 4 spd, white, cassette, 80K.

1987 Hyundai Excel $27501

I 2 d r, 5 spd, gray; cassette, 42K

11987 Mitsubishi Tredia-L $385o|
4 dr,5 spd, sOvcr, a/c, cassette, 68K

1987 Toyota Tercel $3575
2 dr, auto, blue, a/c, 'cassette, 60JC

1986 Dptlge Colt E$2150|
2 dr,5 spd; bh», a/c, cassette, 80K.

1985 Mazda 626 LX $3425|
4 dr, 5 spd, white, a/ti cruisey cassette,
power !ocks/Wfndows/ rrrirrorsyfn K.

1029 Richmond Rd
.Route 250 & 1-81
Sta^ton;VA 24401,
(7031885.7621
**»*• •*J* **.**.
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Humor
THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BillWatterson
TODA.V FOR SHOW AND TELL,
I HAVE AN UTTERLY
AMAZING WHISUE.' LLL
DEMONSTRATE. ,

YWATS SO AMAZING ABCNT
THAT?.' \T SOVWOSUVE.
AN ORNNAS^ WW\ST\£

"NEEEET

IT CAN ONUS BE HEARD
B< vA5f< CRETMS.
_
IMGET^CW
AT RECESS,
CAU11N

Ll-I»

I'VE NEVER HEM® OF MtKME
TAKIHG THE TROUBLE TO
RHME YtlRO INSULTS.

WAT IF SOMEBODI CALLS
US "A PAIR O" PATHETIC
PEWPATETVCV.?'

fL

' BVJT SHCUUMT
■ NE HAVE A
REMfl RETORT.1

"So then, when Old McDonald turned his back,
I took that ax and with a whack whack here and
a whack whack there, I finished him off."

LVE GOT tT.' \ BUT THERE ARE
fELLCW-BELUEO ) ONLS FIVE BOXES
SA.PSUOCER".'

*>Vk-

V.

That's a lie, Morty!... Mom says you might have got
the brains In the family, but /got the looks!"

THE JUNGLE/ Holly Weeks

1

FRANK, 1 TUST READ FOUR CHAPTERS IN V DOES M &V^efs* ^SJSLfSv^^^1.^^^T^^^^l^^^
ACCOUNTING AND WROTE A REPORT ON A 1 ■ ACCOMPLISHED NgQjlNfl THIS S£M£ST£.R?
TIEN
YEAR
HISTORY
Of AT*T. TEUME,
ARE W
_.
—
. .a^ * _
' . —,
m .«•* — daa.* A art
A A ^J Ikl ^ I af* *i a? 9 ■
THAWS. MOM, BUT I TOST PLEDGER
CONTENT BElNfr A PORM ROOM FW/6US ?!?
YlPPlE- CHI-O, FRAT6RNITV rT"
OF PftOCRASTlN»TO«S ANOj \
POLITICIANS.
AA

J

T>tAT
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IRON WORLD
......... r.,/: ■
'-

PARTY SPECIAL
One Large "Works" &

0NLY

One Large 2 Topping

$ 1 2 91

Y

L J +TAX

Expires in 30 Days.

FALL AEROBICS SPECIAL!
HI/ IX)
• INTERVAL STEP
STEP
• COMPLETE STEP
ABDOMINAL
• CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS
ACCESS TO COMPUTERIZED BIKES & STEPPERS

Recv
Making newspapers from virgin fibers uses
twice as much energy as rec||led paper.

1 WEEK FREE TRIAL
AEROBIC MEMBERSHIP

The Breeze i Jlpntributing to the regaling effort by
recycling all^tf its office papery well as used
newspapers. Recycling is the one way we can all give
something back. Consult your local yellow pages for the
nearest recycling agency.

UPB IMS

SEPTEMBER:
•BENNY & JOON
•MENACE II SOCIETY: also...at midni?
CLASH of the TITANS
•MENACE II SOCIETY
•NINOTCHKA
•FALLING DOWN
•AFRICAN QUEEN
•EL MARIACHI
•BLADE RUNNER
OCTOBER:
. •CLIFFHANGER
•PHILADELPHIA STORY
•ROSENCRATZAND
GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD
•SIXTEENCANDLES
•BLUES BROTHERS
•LADY EVE
JtHE UVING END
•CLEAN AND SOE
•LAST ACTION HE
•WHITE HEAT
•TOUS LES MATINS DU MONDE
•DAVE
•ROMAN HOLIDAY
•JUST ANOTHER GIRL IN THE I.R.T.
•WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT

•SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE

WITH VAUD JMU ED.
Offer Expires October 8th.
Call or Stop by for Class Schedules.

434-9940
44 Miller Circle
Located behind Wendy's on S. Main St

Coming to JMU on September 20, 1993...

17
18
19 -FREE
24,25
26 -FREE
28
29,30

3-FREE

8
10-FREE
12
13-FREE
15,16
17-FREE
19
20.21
24-FREE
26
27,28
29,30

Wilson Hall 8:00PM

Admission is FREE!!!
The lead singer and song writer of Arrested
Development presents a lecture on discrimination,
world culture, and African-American studies.
"Speech" also talks about his journeys through other
countries while touring with Arrested Development.
The New

~N"

Join

>rew

Janes Madison Uaivenity

Tickets are available at the Warren Hall Box Office.
Tickets are FREE w/JMU ID and $2.00 for General
Admission. Doors open at 7:00PM.
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Classifieds
FOR RENT
__J - 4 BR, tumlehed a
unlumfched including MW. W/D. DW.
$175 a up. Call Dorothy fWehle or Jim
Accord, agents Commonwrth Reeky,
ax. 43M641 or 434-2977.

Group* * Clube - Raise up to $600f 1500 In las* than on* waak. P1u$ win ■
mp to MTV 8praigBreek W a get a tree
T-shirt just for calling (800)950-1039.
•tt 65

Qrad student or i
houiemate wanted - Qualm old hou*a,
Chicago Ave Garden, porch, attic, 2 BR
wak-ln cto**t. Big kltchan. 1190 plus
utilities. Non-smoker Call Dana altar
6pm, 434-6894.
1 M apt - OutotMBl Cowl 4 blocks.
quiet rcn-smoklno. 434-2100
111Ultmsill itl—tllll) to ahara 3
BR townhouaa with working, part-tlm*
studam University Court. $235 indudss
mill 434-1004. Have menage.
Boommala needed - Somaona lo laka
ovar my Mess. 1/2 block from campus.
Lama apartmant. Cal 434-3763. Ask lor
J.V
_____
For rant - 4 BR townhouee. immediate
poilllllcn. *1418 BrarJay Drive. Apply
Hura»raRMB*laMa8*rriarilOlrloa.
Two roommatee naadad lor 6pring
asmaatort 1311 Olda Mill. Please call
4334772.

FOR SALE
Townhouaa for aate - 3 tMahed levele.
2 large Bfl*. 2 1/2 baths. family room or
3rd BR. All appliances a window
seawanll oonvay. By ownar, 584-0377.
Buyme, eetMng - SeleeUd baaabaH.
tcofeeT beakers*, hockey cards; back
Isau* comics. Dukas Spotiacaaja. 1427
South Main St.. Harrlsonburg, 433DUKE
.
Madntoah 11CX S/108 ful page display
software. PM 4.2. $2,000 arm; 1000dpi
lasar Mac/PC. daaler damo. 135 PS.
tonts, $2.995. (900>95Oa871
Glaaa blocks lor shslvlng
$2JW*ach 433-1067. bafara 9pm.

-

FRATS!
SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise a* Much as You
Want in One Week!
$100...$600...$1500!
Market Applications for trie
hottest credit card ever NEWQM
MASTERCARD.

Pan-Una Kelp nudad for —ensues
work - Mornings, afternoons & evenings
evalabte In minimum of 4 hour shifts $6
par hour. Send application 8
approximate hours available to Office
Products. Inc. 4011 South Main Street.
Harrteonburg. VA 22801

DISCOUNTS
on GM CARS! Quality lor
FREE T-SHIRT*
94 GMC JIMMY.
Call (800)956-1039, exl 75.
Part-time fob - Evening* $ weekend*.
$100-$300 per week. M-F. 10-5. 5640005
E«pertenced cook a* wet as grin man
needed. Available lunch, evenings 6
weekend*. Apply In parson at Jess'
Lunch.
El Taco - valley Mall looking lor
responsible students to work full/part
lime. Must be able to work holidays.
Apply 9-4 See Susan
FUNORAI8ERS, FUNORAtSERS

FUNDRAISERS!
RAISE $15O$300!
GUARANTEED In one

The Shenandoah Valley Choral
Society invites singers lor the 1903-94
season. Rshsrsals are Tuesdays.
7:30pm beginning September 14. For
detsla. 434-8048.

JET

Accent MailiiSng Qroup
11208 Alpha—Ita Highway

Suite 1-2
ftoeweN. GA 30076

Gymnastics
Instructor
Part-time, 4-6 hrs/wk.
Saturday mornings &
some week nights, $6/hr.
Submit applications to:
Harrlsonburg Parks & Rec
305 South Dogwood
Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Call 433-9168 for info.
EEO/AA
LOST & FOUND
Lost - 3 rings; 1990 M.S. class, elver
snake, saver bunerlty Reward. 433-8428

1(92 OT Zaakar MTB - Rock thou Ti
Bars, ate. Prlca nagotiabla. Call Don.
584-1138.

Valley Bowling Canter now taking
applications for Snack Bar personnel.
Evenings 6 week-end shifts. Apply at
3106 South Mam Street

Freehmen - Bring your oar lo JMU.
Parking lot located above Bell Hall.
United to 30 space*. Cal 433-2126 alter
Spnv

HELP WANTED

Landscape aaaiatant - Hours flexible,
residence near Harnsonburg. Cal x3087.
434-7737.

Earn $2900 8 Ira* Spring Break tripal
Sal onry eight trip* & you go free! Basl
trips & ptlc*sl Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica. Panama Cityl Greel r*«um*
wpartancal (800)67»8388l
Trawl Iraa! SeS quality vacations! Tha
hooaat destinations! Cancun. Jamaica.
Bahamas. South Padra. Ftorida. Ratable
Spring Break company with aasiaat way
toward* Ira* trip! Bad commie»ion*l Sun
Splash Tours, J800>428-7710.
$287 JO - **■ 50 hearioue a outrageous
college T-ahlrta 8 make $287.50. All
shirt* 100% guaranteed. A rl«k-lrae
program. 22 deaigna available Cal now
torkeo catalog. (800)3044309.
Attention - ExoeSent Income lor home
assembly work. Info. (504)846-1700,
DaptVA-4808

e
e
e
e
e
e

UFEGUARD part time
Westover Swimming Pool
Must have current
certification. Hours:
Tuesdays & Thursdays
10am-2pm $5.58/hr.
Submit applications to:
Harnsonburg Parks & Rec
305 S. Dogwood Drive
Harnsonburg, VA 22801
Call 434-0571 for more
information.
EEO/AA

TODAY 6PM
FRIDAY 5PM

PERSONALS
Career Enhancement - Supplement
your college degree with hands-on
hederahki experience provided by Army
ROTC. Carl Captain Kearne* today al
568-8264

Honor Council
Representative
Applications

Natural Highs Logo
Contest
Prize $100

.

PLAYERS
Harrisonburg's only 18* Club
(121 S. Main Downtown)

433-1920

SERVICES
: Touch - He* cute. $8, Monday
through Wadneaday. 564-0212. JMU
student*.

Skyctvel Come experience an incredible
adventure, skydiving, the ultimata high!
Cal tor Mo, Skyrjve Orange. (703) 9423671. Come jump wah u*l
fisWiisUi, aororMaa. mwamiaeoneSpaciarty fund-rai»ing Ham* available.
Your logormeeeage, our budget pnees
Cal 434-9854
Skydfvel kt the experience 8 expernee
of your Instructor important? Make your
first lump under the tutelage of the only
two instructor* at Skydiv* Orange
certified In all three disciplines; static Una,
tandem a accelerated Ireefall. You can
Iraelall up to 60 second* your firet
skydrve! Cal tor brochure Local call 2896285. ask lor Mark.
Typtat - Fast, accurate, reasonable;
computer/typewriter, resumea 6 rush
)0bs. 434-4947
National DJ Connection - #1 tor all
music antertainmant need*. 433-0360
Typing done - $1/page. Call Laura.
x7311. Rush jobs, too!

Laura Pa* - Whewl Ka overt Alpha Phi
loves you! Thank* lor *l your patience &
hard world

September 22 from 2-4pm In
Godwin Woiinees Center.
Cost: $5.
No fasting required; results In
18 minutes.

Countdown to JMU
Homecoming
Only 23 days left!!!

CELEBRATE ME HOME!

CELEBRATE ME HOME
JMU Homecoming '93
October 4-10
Only 23 days left!!!!
Wear buttons on campus
to «>tn CD's, T-shirts ft other
fun prtaeellll
Seniors! Your chance to be in the
yearbook! Senior claaa pholoa,
September 13-24 m Taylor 311. Signup
today!
^
Senior Class photos will be taken
September 13-24, Taylor 311

The Panhellenic
Council
welcomes the new
members to the JMU
Greek System.
Congratulations!
Seniors! Stgn-upe $ dees pholoa wil
be In Taylor Hall 311 this waak. Don't
miss Id
^^^^^^^
Intramural Team Tennla (Co-Ree) Entries close 9/21. Team Captain*
meeting 9/21 at 5:30pm m Taylor 302.

SATURDAY
TECHNO NIGHT
Industrial Thrills A
Perpetual Dancing
D J. Coil from D.C.
9:30 pm - 3 am

Karate - JMU Martial Arra Club otter*
beginner $ advanced class** for mala 6
female student* every Monday 6
Wednesday nights at 7pm in Godwin Hal
Wrestling room. Learn 10 be your beet at
tha best! For more into cal Nick at 4321437.

Taylor Hall

A
reminder
to
all
aampue
organization* - Mr. $ Mr. Madison
applications are due by September 22 al
tie student sctivitie* office in the Warren
Campus Cantor.

FRIDAY
CLUB NIGHT
Hip Hop, House,
Go-Go
DJ. Jeronimo
10 pm - 3 am

Total Cholesterol
Screening

Due September 171

Leadership trsinlng - Leadership 1
management training ottered lo
Ireshman 8 sophomores without
obligation. Call Army ROTC. Captain
Doug Keames. a! 568-6264

THURSDAY
LADIES NIGHT
TOP 40 - DANCE
10 pm - 2:30 am

paper to Julie Wallace, Rec
Actlvttiee, Box 41 Godwin by
Monday, Sept. 20 at 5pm.

Wear Homecoming buttons
around campus & watch for the
Prize Patrol!

available at WCC Info deak.

Room 226

CALL (800)950-1037, exl 25.

idad at Jet* Lunch Wettr.
Al houra. Apply In parson.

DUKETTE
TRYOUTS!!!
CONVOCATION CENTER

Compular - Madntoah Hal; inckidas
1T color moneor. 40mbHO. SmbRam 6
keyboard Asking $1800. Cal 4330811.
laava manege.

> ■n - 18- Fal Daora
XT. $800 nsqoasbta. 434-1440

builnMt opportunitiN
at hom* opportijftfti**, conUct

WANTED

marketing llrm. Earn $$S whee
potentially buaCng own career.
Income Manned only to cieativMly.

Lost - Sept. 6, women'e prescription
glesses: dark, pink tortolsa-ahal frame
Jan, 433-8380.

Word Procaaaor - WP1400O. Plaaaa
eal Mac at 433-1934.

aTofflrS!'*"

AXQ weleomaa back our PXe - Jenny
Forehand, Tori Reinhold, KVrsta Rauch 4
Wendy Mass.

Submit B/WlogoB on 8 1/2x11

week PLUS BONUS
lip to $500!
Manage promotions tor lop
companies for one week on
your campus Call tor
FREE GIFT
and to quaaty for
FREE TRIP to
MTV SPRING BREAK '94.

20- spiclasaarl rtockboppar - Shmano
Doota componants; barands; good
ccndMon. Cal Nad. x4402.

inf or nuitlofi And

Wanted: Enttiueleailc,
siwoiaonaiatal mrJMduaaa to

Tulley'a Healaurant 8 Pub hiring
cocktal cheerleaders tor Monday nights.
Apply m person Ask lor Jim. 433*151

Users earn BIG

NOTICE

Alpha Phi welcome* our new Sletara.
The spirit hat ju*t begun.
as

Floor Hockey

Conojatukatlona Makanla Anderson on
a great Rushl We've missed youl Love.

AXO

ADOPTION
We are a childless couple
anxious to be loving parents
to your white Infant We can
help each other! Call Susan 4
Ed collect so we csn talk.

(703)707-8619

(Men's & Women's)
Entries close 9/22.
Team Captain's meeting 8/22
at 5:30pm In Taylor 304.

Congretuletione to ell of the new AXU
Pledget! Looking forward to a great
semester! Love, the Sisters of AXU

RUSH AXP
Open House:
Monday 9pm
Come Fly
With the Crows!
Earn some cssh - Need snare
drummers & violinists to perform for a
Revolutionary War Era Theme Dinner on
campus October 4 Cal Dean alter 8pm
A bkj thanks to Kim Knight tor al her
hard work during Rush! Love. AXQ.
Assistant Swtm Coach
needed for Varsity Men's Team.
Part-time position.
Gred student, competitive
swimming and/or coaching
experience preferred.
Call Head Coach Brooks Teal
atx6528.

TKE Rush rolla on - Donl miss the
Party Friday n.ght at 9pm. 635 S. Mam
St. 433-9245

If you would like a copy
of any of last year's
Breezes, call or come
by the Breeze off ice by
September 17.The
phone number is X6127.

Read this
Breeze.
Then,
please
recycle!

CRUST!
NEW CRISPY-THIN"
It'sCRUNCHY
11

DELIVERS
SUBS!
433-2300

433-3111

15" LARGE ONE TOPPING
i<
|\Jr» rnnnon M^r^cs^rvl

Orisinal or

a
e
e
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The Best Pizza In Town... ffonegt/
THE DEAL IS...

GATTIS PIZ2A

The Best Pizza,
The Best Buffet
In an Atmosphere
You'll Enjoy
THE BUFFET

JUST LOOK
AT WHAT
YOU GET

ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PERFECT

+ tax

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 FREE Drinks

It's Gatti's... you create it, we'll make it (3 topping limit.)
Lunch -- Everyday for $3.99 11AM - ,2PM
Dinner -- Everyday for $4.59 5:30PM - 8:30PM
You get to eat & eat...
Our pizzas fresh from the oven
Our pasta and homemade sauces
Our cinnamon, cheese, and garlic sticks
Our salad bar with over 20 items.

WIDE SCREEN TVs AND VCR's
Watch your favorite shows or bring in your favorite video
(VHS). We'll give you and your party special rates in
your own party room!

433-0606
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PERFECT

$645
for any medium
regular, three<
topping pizza
plus 2 FREE Drinksl

'

ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PLRrCCT

ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PERFECT

1/2 PRICE
SPECIAL
This Friday &
*
Saturday Night Only!

4*v> + tax

^P / ♦ tax

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
a 2nd Pizza of Lqual^
or Lesser Value for plus 4 FREE Drinks

for any large
regular, three
topping pizza
plus 4 FREE Drinks

9-12 PM
Buy 1 Pizza and Get

1/2 PRICE!!

.

